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Abstract
This thesis consists of four main results.
First, we give a formula of the connected component decomposition of
the Alexander quandle: Z[t±1]/(f1(t), . . . , fk(t)) =
⊔a−1
i=0 Orb(i), where a =
gcd(f1(1), . . . , fk(1)). We show that each connected component Orb(i) is isomorphic
to Z[t±1]/J with an explicit ideal J . We introduce a decomposition of a quandle into
the disjoint union of maximal connected subquandles. In particular, it is obtained by
iterating a connected component decomposition when the quandle is finite.
Secondly, we give lower bounds for the Gordian distance and the unknotting
number of handlebody-knots by using Alexander biquandle colorings. We construct
handlebody-knots with arbitrary Gordian distance and unknotting number.
Thirdly, we give a lower bound for the tunnel number of handlebody-knots. We
also give a lower bound for the cutting number, which is a “dual” notion to the
tunnel number in handlebody-knot theory. We provide necessary conditions to be
constituent handlebody-knots by using G-family of quandles colorings. The above two
evaluations are obtained as the corollaries. Furthermore, we construct handlebody-
knots with arbitrary tunnel number and cutting number.
Finally, we define a functorQ from the category of multiple conjugation biquandles
to that of multiple conjugation quandles. We show that for any multiple conjugation
biquandle X, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of X-colorings
and that of Q(X)-colorings diagrammatically for any handlebody-link and spatial
trivalent graph. In particular, we prove that the set of G-family of Alexander biquan-
dles colorings is isomorphic to that of G-family of Alexander quandles colorings as
modules.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A handlebody-knot [14] is a handlebody embedded in the 3-sphere S3. Two
handlebody-knots are equivalent if there exists an orientation-preserving self-
homeomorphism of S3 sending one to the other, that is, they are transformed into
each other by an isotopy of S3. Handlebody-knot theory is a generalization of knot
theory since a classical knot corresponds to a genus 1 handlebody-knot by taking a
regular neighborhood. We say that a handlebody-knot is trivial when its exterior is
a handlebody. We define a diagram of a handlebody-knot by a diagram of a spa-
tial trivalent graph which is a spine of the handlebody-knot. The equivalence class of
handlebody-knots is completely described by six local deformations of their diagrams,
called Reidemeister moves [14].
The main purpose of handlebody-knot theory is to classify handlebody-knots up
to the equivalence relation and to characterize properties of each handlebody-knot.
Ishii, Kishimoto, Moriuchi and Suzuki [21] gave a table of genus two handlebody-
knots up to six crossings, and classified them according to the crossing number and
the irreducibility. They were proved to be mutually distinct by using the fundamental
groups of their exteriors, quandle cocycle invariants in [17] and some topological
arguments in [22, 32]. Some invariants of classical knots have been modified and
generalized to construct invariants of handlebody-knots. Unfortunately, however,
invariants of handlebody-knots derived from topologies of their exteriors do not work
well unlike that of classical knots since classical knots are completely determined by
their exteriors[11], but handlebody-knots are not [22, 32, 39]. On the other hand,
there are also invariants of handlebody-knots derived from the Reidemeister moves.
Ishii, Iwakiri, Jang and Oshiro distinguished handlebody-knots with homeomorphic
exteriors by using G-family of quandles [18], which is an algebraic system derived
from the Reidemeister moves. Furthermore, these G-families were generalized to an
algebraic system called a multiple conjugation quandle in [15]. In this thesis, we study
some geometric properties of handlebody-knots, which few studies have focused on,
through discussions on colorings by these algebraic systems.
A quandle [27, 34] is a universal algebraic system derived from Reidemeister moves
for oriented classical knots to define an arc coloring invariant, which is a map from
the set of arcs of a knot diagram to a quandle satisfying some conditions obtained
from each crossing of the diagram. The fundamental quandle, defined in [27], is a
complete invariant of classical knots, although it is difficult to show that two qundles
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are isomorphic in general. Hence we often classify classical knots by considering a
quanlde representation of the fundamental quandle, called a quandle coloring. An
arc coloring is a diagrammatic definition of a quandle coloring.
A multiple conjugation quandle [15] is a universal algebraic system to define arc
coloring invariants for handlebody-knots. The set of multiple conjugation quandle
colorings of a handlebody-knot diagram becomes a vector space for some multiple
conjugation quandles. In this thesis, by considering the effects of an operation for
handlebody-knots on the vector space, we give lower bounds for some geometric
invariants of handlebody-knots.
A biquandle [9, 10, 30], which is a generalization of a quandle, is a universal
algebraic system to define a semi-arc coloring invariant for oriented classical knots.
A multiple conjugation biquandle is introduced in [19] as a biquandle version of a
multiple conjugation quandle. Unfortunately, it is known that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of biquandle colorings and that of quandle colorings
for any classical knots [24, 25, 48]. On the other hand, it has not been known whether
an invariant obtained from multiple conjugation biquandle colorings is more effective
than one obtained from multiple conjugation quandle colorings.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the definitions of
handlebody-knots, spatial trivalent graphs, their Reidemeister moves and so on. In
Chapter 3, we introduce the definitions of a (bi)quandle, a multiple conjugation
(bi)quandle, a G-family of (bi)quandles and colorings for handlebody-knots by using
them. In Chapter 4, we show the uniqueness of the maximal connected subquandle
decomposition of a quandle and provide how to obtain the decomposition. Moreover,
we determine the decomposition concretely for some Alexander quandles. In Chap-
ter 5, we give lower bounds for the Gordian distance and the unknotting number of
handlebody-knots and construct handlebody-knots with arbitrary Gordian distance
and unknotting number. In Chapter 6, we provide necessary conditions to be con-
stituent handlebody-knots. Furthermore, we give lower bounds for the tunnel number
and the cutting number of handlebody-knots and construct handlebody-knots with
arbitrary tunnel number and cutting number. In Chapter 7, we show that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the set of multiple conjugation quandle color-
ings and that of multiple conjugation biquandle colorings diagrammatically for any
handlebody-knot and spatial trivalent graph.
2
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Handlebody-knots
A handlebody-link is the disjoint union of handlebodies embedded in the 3-sphere S3
[14]. A handlebody-knot is a one component handlebody-link, which is a generalization
of a knot with respect to a genus. In this thesis, we assume that every component of
a handlebody-link is of genus at least 1. An S1-orientation of a handlebody-link is an
orientation of all genus 1 components of the handlebody-link, where an orientation
of a solid torus is an orientation of its core S1. Two S1-oriented handlebody-links
H1 and H2 are equivalent, denoted H1 ∼= H2, if there exists an orientation-preserving
self-homeomorphism of S3 sending one to the other preserving the S1-orientation,
that is, they are transformed into each other by an isotopy of S3 preserving the
S1-orientation.
A spatial trivalent graph is a finite trivalent graph embedded in S3. In this thesis,
a trivalent graph may have a circle component, which has no vertices. A Y-orientation
of a spatial trivalent graph is an orientation of the graph without sources and sinks
with respect to the orientation (Figure 2.1). A vertex of a Y-oriented spatial trivalent
graph can be allocated a sign; the vertex is said to be positive or negative, or to
have sign +1 or −1. The standard convention is shown in Figure 2.1. For a Y-
oriented spatial trivalent graph K and an S1-oriented handlebody-link H, we say
that K represents H if H is a regular neighborhood of K and the S1-orientation of H
agrees with the Y-orientation. Any S1-oriented handlebody-link can be represented
by some Y-oriented spatial trivalent graph. We define a diagram of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link by a diagram of a Y-oriented spatial trivalent graph representing the
handlebody-link. An S1-oriented handlebody-link is trivial if it has a diagram with
no crossings. In particular, H is an S1-oriented trivial handlebody-knot if and only
if its exterior is a handlebody.
Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.1.1 ([16]). Let D1 and D2 be diagrams of S
1-oriented handlebody-links
H1 and H2 respectively. Then H1 and H2 are equivalent if and only if D1 and D2
are related by a finite sequence of R1–R6 moves depicted in Figure 2.2 preserving
Y-orientations, called the Reidemeister moves.
We note that the R1–R5 moves in Figure 2.2 are the Reidemeister moves for
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Figure 2.1: Y-orientations and signs of a vertex.
Figure 2.2: The Reidemeister moves for handlebody-links.
spatial trivalent graphs [28, 49, 51]. Hence we can regard handlebody-links as a
quotient structure of spatial trivalent graphs.
2.2 Notations
Throughout the thesis, for any diagram D of an S1-oriented handlebody-link, we
denote by A(D), SA(D), C(D) and V (D) the set of all arcs, semi-arcs, crossings
and vertices of D respectively, where a semi-arc is a piece of a curve each of whose
endpoints is a crossing or a vertex. An orientation of an arc of D is also represented
by the normal orientation obtained by rotating the usual orientation counterclockwise
by pi/2 on the diagram. For any m ∈ Z≥0, we put Zm := Z/mZ. For any set X, we
denote by #X or |X| the cardinality of X.
In this thesis, we often omit brackets. When we omit brackets, we apply binary
operations from left on expressions, except for group multiplications, which we always
apply first. For example, we write a ∗1 b ∗2 cd ∗3 (e ∗4 f ∗5 g) for ((a ∗1 b) ∗2 (cd)) ∗3
((e ∗4 f) ∗5 g) simply, where each ∗i is a binary operation, and c and d are elements
of the same group.
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Chapter 3
Multiple conjugation (bi)quandle
colorings for handlebody-knots
3.1 Quandles and biquandles
A quandle is an algebraic system whose axioms are derived from the Reidemeister
moves for oriented links, and a biquandle is a generalization of a quandle. In this
section, we recall the definitions of a quandle and a biquandle.
Definition 3.1.1 ([27, 34]). A quandle is a non-empty set X with a binary operation
∗ : X ×X → X satisfying the following axioms.
• For any x ∈ X, x ∗ x = x.
• For any y ∈ X, the map Sy : X → X defined by Sy(x) = x ∗ y is a bijection.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X, (x ∗ y) ∗ z = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z).
We define the type of a quandle X, denoted typeX, by
typeX = min{n ∈ Z>0 | a ∗n b = a (for any a, b ∈ X)},
where we set a ∗i b := Sib(a) and min ∅ := ∞ for any i ∈ Z, a, b ∈ X and the empty
set ∅. We note that (X, ∗i) is also a quandle for any i ∈ Z, and any finite quandle is
of finite type.
We give some examples of quandles. Let G be a group. We define a binary
operation ∗ : G × G → G by a ∗ b = b−1ab for any a, b ∈ G. Then G is a quandle,
which is called a conjugation quandle and denoted by Conj(G). The second example
is a dihedral quandle Rm := Zm for any m ∈ Z≥0. We define a binary operation
∗ : Rm ×Rm → Rm by a ∗ b = 2b− a for any a, b ∈ Rm. Then Rm is a quandle. The
third example is obtained from an R[t±1]-module X, where R is a commutative ring.
For any a, b ∈ X, we define a ∗ b = ta + (1 − t)b. Then X is a quandle, called an
Alexander quandle.
Let (X, ∗X) and (Y, ∗Y ) be quandles. A homomorphism φ : X → Y is a map
from X to Y satisfying φ(x ∗X y) = φ(x) ∗Y φ(y) for any x, y ∈ X. We call a
bijective homomorphism an isomorphism. X and Y are isomorphic, denoted X ∼= Y ,
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if there exists an isomorphism from X to Y . We call an isomorphism from X to X
an automorphism of X. For any a ∈ X and n ∈ Z, the map Sna : X → X is an
automorphism of X.
Definition 3.1.2 ([9, 10, 30]). A biquandle is a non-empty set X with binary oper-
ations ∗, ∗ : X ×X → X satisfying the following axioms.
• For any x ∈ X, x ∗ x = x ∗ x.
• For any y ∈ X, the map Sy : X → X defined by Sy(x) = x ∗ y is a bijection.
For any y ∈ X, the map Sy : X → X defined by Sy(x) = x ∗ y is a bijection.
The map S : X ×X → X ×X defined by S(x, y) = (y ∗ x, x ∗ y) is a bijection.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X,
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z),
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z),
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z).
We note that (X, ∗) is a quandle if and only if (X, ∗, ∗) is a biquandle with x∗y = x.
Let (X, ∗, ∗) be a biquandle. For any i ∈ Z and a, b ∈ X, we define a∗i b := Sib(a) and
a ∗i b := Sib(a). Then we define two families of binary operations ∗[n], ∗[n] : X ×X →
X(n ∈ Z) by the equalities:
a ∗[0] b = a, a ∗[1] b = a ∗ b, a ∗[i+j] b = (a ∗[i] b) ∗[j] (b ∗[i] b),
a ∗[0] b = a, a ∗[1] b = a ∗ b, a ∗[i+j] b = (a ∗[i] b) ∗[j] (b ∗[i] b)
for any i, j ∈ Z [19, 23]. Since a = a∗[0]b = (a∗[−1]b)∗[1](b∗[−1]b) = (a∗[−1]b)∗(b∗[−1]b),
we have a ∗[−1] b = a ∗−1 (b ∗[−1] b) and (b ∗[−1] b) ∗ (b ∗[−1] b) = b, where we note that
b ∗[−1] b is the unique element satisfying (b ∗[−1] b) ∗ (b ∗[−1] b) = b [19].
We define the type of a biquandle X, denoted typeX, by
typeX = min{n ∈ Z>0 | a ∗[n] b = a = a ∗[n] b (for any a, b ∈ X)},
where we remind that min ∅ =∞ for the empty set ∅. Any finite biquandle is of finite
type [23].
Let X be an R[s±1, t±1]-module, where R is a commutative ring. For any a, b ∈ X,
we define a∗b = ta+(s−t)b and a∗b = sa. ThenX is a biquandle, called an Alexander
biquandle. Any Alexander biquandle with s = 1 coincides with an Alexander quandle.
For an Alexander biquandle X, we have a ∗[n] b = tna+ (sn − tn)b and a ∗[n] b = sna
for any a, b ∈ X.
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3.2 Multiple conjugation quandles and multiple conju-
gation biquandles
A multiple conjugation quandle (MCQ) is introduced as the universal symmetric
quandle with a partial multiplication to define coloring invariants for handlebody-
links, where a partial multiplication is an operation used at trivalent vertices. A
multiple conjugation biquandle (MCB) is a biquandle version of an MCQ. In this
section, we recall the definitions of an MCQ and an MCB.
Definition 3.2.1 ([15]). A multiple conjugation quandle (MCQ) X is the disjoint
union of groups Gλ(λ ∈ Λ) with a binary operation ∗ : X × X → X satisfying the
following axioms.
• For any a, b ∈ Gλ, a ∗ b = b−1ab.
• For any x ∈ X and a, b ∈ Gλ, x ∗ eλ = x and x ∗ ab = (x ∗ a) ∗ b, where eλ is the
identity of Gλ.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X, (x ∗ y) ∗ z = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z).
• For any x ∈ X and a, b ∈ Gλ, ab ∗ x = (a ∗ x)(b ∗ x), where a ∗ x, b ∗ x ∈ Gµ for
some µ ∈ Λ.
We remark that an MCQ itself is a quandle. Let X =
⊔
λ∈ΛGλ and Y =
⊔
µ∈M Gµ
be MCQs. An MCQ homomorphism φ : X → Y is a map from X to Y satisfying
φ(x ∗ y) = φ(x) ∗ φ(y) for any x, y ∈ X and φ(ab) = φ(a)φ(b) for any λ ∈ Λ and
a, b ∈ Gλ. We call a bijective MCQ homomorphism an MCQ isomorphism. X and Y
are isomorphic if there exists an MCQ isomorphism from X to Y .
Next, we review the definition of a multiple conjugation biquandle (MCB). Let X
be the disjoint union of groups Gλ(λ ∈ Λ). We denote by Ga the group Gλ containing
a ∈ X. We also denote by eλ the identity of Gλ. Then the identity of Ga is denoted
by ea for any a ∈ X.
Definition 3.2.2 ([19]). A multiple conjugation biquandle (MCB) X is the disjoint
union of groups Gλ(λ ∈ Λ) with binary operations ∗, ∗ : X ×X → X satisfying the
following axioms.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X,
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z),
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z),
(x ∗ y) ∗ (z ∗ y) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z).
• For any a, x ∈ X, the maps ∗x : Ga → Ga∗x and ∗x : Ga → Ga∗x are group
homomorphisms.
• For any x ∈ X and a, b ∈ Gλ,
x ∗ ab = (x ∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ a), x ∗ eλ = x,
x ∗ ab = (x ∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ a), x ∗ eλ = x,
a−1b ∗ a = ba−1 ∗ a.
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We remark that an MCB itself is a biquandle. Let X =
⊔
λ∈ΛGλ and Y =⊔
µ∈M Gµ be MCBs. An MCB homomorphism φ : X → Y is a map from X to
Y satisfying φ(x ∗ y) = φ(x) ∗ φ(y) and φ(x ∗ y) = φ(x) ∗ φ(y) for any x, y ∈ X
and φ(ab) = φ(a)φ(b) for any λ ∈ Λ and a, b ∈ Gλ. We call a bijective MCB
homomorphism an MCB isomorphism. X and Y are isomorphic if there exists an
MCB isomorphism from X to Y .
3.3 G-families of quandles and G-families of biquandles
A G-family of quandles is an algebraic system whose axioms are motivated from
handlebody-knot theory and yields an MCQ. A G-family of biquandles is a biquandle
version of a G-family of quandles and yields an MCB. In this section, we recall the
definitions of a G-family of quandles and a G-family of biquandles.
Definition 3.3.1 ([18]). Let G be a group with identity element e. A G-family of
quandles is a non-empty set X with a family of binary operations ∗g : X × X →
X (g ∈ G) satisfying the following axioms.
• For any x ∈ X and g ∈ G, x ∗g x = x.
• For any x, y ∈ X and g, h ∈ G, x ∗gh y = (x ∗g y) ∗h y and x ∗e y = x.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X and g, h ∈ G, (x ∗g y) ∗h z = (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z).
Let R be a ring and let G be a group with identity element e. Let X be a right
R[G]-module, where R[G] is the group ring of G over R. Then (X, {∗g}g∈G) is a G-
family of quandles, called a G-family of Alexander quandles, with x∗gy = xg+y(e−g)
[18]. Let (X, ∗) be a quandle and let m be the type of X. Then (X, {∗i}i∈Zkm) is a
Zkm-family of quandles for any k ∈ Z≥0 [18]. In particular, when X is an Alexander
quandle, (X, {∗i}i∈Zkm) is called a Zkm-family of Alexander quandles.
Let (X, {∗g}g∈G) be a G-family of quandles. Then X ×G =
⊔
x∈X{x} ×G is an
MCQ with
(x, g) ∗ (y, h) := (x ∗h y, h−1gh), (x, g)(x, h) := (x, gh)
for any x, y ∈ X and g, h ∈ G [15]. We call it the associated MCQ of (X, {∗g}g∈G).
Definition 3.3.2 ([19, 23]). Let G be a group with identity element e. A G-family
of biquandles is a non-empty set X with two families of binary operations ∗g, ∗g :
X ×X → X (g ∈ G) satisfying the following axioms.
• For any x ∈ X and g ∈ G,
x ∗g x = x ∗g x.
• For any x, y ∈ X and g, h ∈ G,
x ∗gh y = (x ∗g y) ∗h (y ∗g y), x ∗e y = x,
x ∗gh y = (x ∗g y) ∗h (y ∗g y), x ∗e y = x.
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• For any x, y, z ∈ X and g, h ∈ G,
(x ∗g y) ∗h (z ∗g y) = (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z),
(x ∗g y) ∗h (z ∗g y) = (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z),
(x ∗g y) ∗h (z ∗g y) = (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z).
Let R be a ring, G be a group with identity element e and let f : G→ Z(G) be a
homomorphism, where Z(G) is the center of G. Let X be a right R[G]-module. Then
(X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) is a G-family of biquandles, called a G-family of Alexander
biquandles, with x ∗g y = xg + y(f(g)− g) and x ∗g y = xf(g) [19]. Let (X, ∗, ∗) be a
biquandle and let m be the type of X. Then (X, {∗i}i∈Zkm , {∗i}i∈Zkm) is a Zkm-family
of biquandles for any k ∈ Z≥0 [23]. In particular, when X is an Alexander biquandle,
(X, {∗i}i∈Zkm , {∗i}i∈Zkm) is called a Zkm-family of Alexander biquandles.
Let (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) be a G-family of biquandles. ThenX×G =
⊔
x∈X{x}×
G is an MCB with
(x, g) ∗ (y, h) := (x ∗h y, h−1gh), (x, g)(x, h) := (x, gh),
(x, g) ∗ (y, h) := (x ∗h y, g)
for any x, y ∈ X and g, h ∈ G [19, 23]. We call it the associated MCB of
(X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G).
3.4 Colorings for handlebody-knots
We introduce a coloring for an S1-oriented handlebody-link by an MCQ and an MCB.
Let X =
⊔
λ∈ΛGλ be an MCQ (resp. MCB) and let D be a diagram of an S
1-oriented
handlebody-linkH. AnX-coloring ofD is a map C : A(D)→ X (resp. SA(D)→ X)
satisfying the conditions depicted in Figure 3.1 (resp. Figure 3.2) at each crossing
and vertex, where x, y ∈ X and a, b ∈ Gλ for some λ ∈ Λ. We denote by ColX(D)
the set of all X-colorings of D.
Figure 3.1: An MCQ coloring of D.
Proposition 3.4.1 ([15, 19, 23]). Let X =
⊔
λ∈ΛGλ be an MCQ or MCB and let
D be a diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H. Let D′ be a diagram obtained
by applying one of Reidemeister moves to the diagram D once. For an X-coloring C
of D, there is a unique X-coloring C ′ of D′ which coincides with C except near the
point where the move applied.
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Figure 3.2: An MCB coloring of D.
By this proposition, #ColX(D) is an invariant of H.
Next, we introduce a coloring for an S1-oriented handlebody-link by a G-family
of (bi)quandles. Let D be a diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H. It is
known that the fundamental group pi1(S
3 −H) is represented by the arcs, crossings
and vertices of D as follows. For a crossing c and a vertex τ of D, we denote by
rc the relation v
−1
c ucvc = wc and by rτ the relation ατβτ = γτ , where we denote
by uc, vc, wc, ατ , βτ and γτ the arcs incident to c or τ as shown in Figure 3.3. The
fundamental group pi1(S
3−H) is generated by the arcs x for each x ∈ A(D) and has
the relations rc and rτ for each c ∈ C(D) and τ ∈ V (D), that is, a presentation of
pi1(S
3 −H) is given by
〈x (x ∈ A(D)) | rc, rτ (c ∈ C(D), τ ∈ V (D))〉.
We call it the Wirtinger presentation of pi1(S
3 −H) with respect to D.
Figure 3.3: Arcs incident to a crossing c or a vertex τ .
Let G be a group and let D be a diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H.
A G-flow of D is a map φ : A(D) → G satisfying the conditions depicted in Figure
3.4 at each crossing and vertex. In this thesis, to avoid confusion, we often represent
an element of G with an underline. We denote by (D,φ), called a G-flowed diagram
of H, a diagram D given a G-flow φ and by Flow(D;G) the set of all G-flows of D.
We can identify a G-flow φ with a group representation of the fundamental group
pi1(S
3−H) to G, which is a group homomorphism from pi1(S3−H) to G. Let D′ be
a diagram of H obtained by applying one of Reidemeister moves to D once. For any
G-flow φ of D, there is a unique G-flow φ′ of D′ which coincides with φ except near
the point where the move applied. Therefore #Flow(D;G) is an invariant of H. We
call the G-flow φ′ the associated G-flow of φ and the G-flowed diagram (D′, φ′) the
associated G-flowed diagram of (D,φ). Since the two G-flows φ and φ′ represent the
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same group representation ρ, called a G-flow of H, we often use the symbol ρ instead
of φ and φ′ and write Flow(H;G) instead of Flow(D;G) and Flow(D′;G).
Figure 3.4: A G-flow of D.
Let X be a G-family of quandles (resp. biquandles) and let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed
diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link. An X-coloring of (D, ρ) is a map C :
A(D, ρ)→ X (resp. SA(D, ρ)→ X ) satisfying the conditions depicted in Figure 3.5
(resp. Figure 3.6) at each crossing and vertex. We denote by ColX(D, ρ) the set of all
X-colorings of (D, ρ). We note that when X is a G-family of Alexander (bi)quandles
as a right R[G]-module for some ring R, the set ColX(D, ρ) is a right R-module with
the action (C · r)(α) := C(α)r and the addition (C +C ′)(α) := C(α) +C ′(α) for any
C,C ′ ∈ ColX(D, ρ), α ∈ A(D, ρ) (or α ∈ SA(D, ρ)) and r ∈ R.
Figure 3.5: A G-family of quandles coloring of (D, ρ).
Figure 3.6: A G-family of biquandles coloring of (D, ρ).
Proposition 3.4.2 ([18, 23]). Let X be a G-family of (bi)quandles, D and D′ be
diagrams of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H and let ρ be a G-flow of H. Then
there is a one-to-one correspondence between ColX(D, ρ) and ColX(D
′, ρ).
By this proposition, for any diagram D of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H, the
multiset {#ColX(D, ρ) | ρ ∈ Flow(H;G)} is an invariant of H.
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For example, let (D, ρ) be the Z2-flowed diagram of the handlebody-knot depicted
in Figure 3.7 and let R3 be the dihedral quandle, that is, R3 = Z3 and x ∗ y = 2y− x
for any x, y ∈ R3. We note that typeR3 = 2. Then (R3, {∗i}i∈Z2) is a Z2-family of
quandles. Therefore the assignment of elements of R3 to each arc of (D, ρ) as shown
in Figure 3.7 is an (R3, {∗i}i∈Z2)-coloring of (D, ρ).
Figure 3.7: A coloring of (D, ρ) by the Z2-family of quandles (R3, {∗i}i∈Z2).
For any S1-oriented handlebody-link, we can regard a G-family of quandles (resp.
biquandles) coloring as the associated MCQ (resp. MCB) coloring (see Section 7.3).
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Chapter 4
Connected component
decompositions of quandles
The work in this chapter is based on a joint work with Yusuke Iijima.
An inner automorphism group of a quandle has an action to the quandle naturally.
We call an orbit of the quandle by the action its connected component, which is a
subquandle. A quandle is said to be connected if the action is transitive. It is known
that all connected quandles of prime square order are Alexander quandles [12].
Any connected component of an Alexander quandle M is isomorphic to (1− t)M .
Nelson [42] proved that two finite Alexander quandles M and N of the same cardi-
nality are isomorphic if and only if (1− t)M and (1− t)N are isomorphic as modules,
and showed connectivity of some Alexander quandles. The numbers of Alexander
quandles and connected ones are listed up to order 16 in [42, 43]. In this chapter, for
any f1(t), . . . , fk(t) ∈ Z[t±1], we show that the connected component decomposition
of the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(f1(t), . . . , fk(t)) is
⊔a−1
i=0 Orb(i) and that Orb(i) is
isomorphic to Z[t±1]/J with an explicit ideal J , where a = gcd(f1(1), . . . , fk(1)).
A connected subquandle has played an important role in colorings of a knot dia-
gram. However a connected component of a quandle is not a connected quandle in
general. In this chapter, we introduce a decomposition of a quandle into the disjoint
union of maximal connected subquandles, and show that it is obtained by iterating a
connected component decomposition when the quandle is finite, where we note that
the decomposition of a finite quandle obtained by iterating a connected component
decomposition was introduced in [8, 44]. We also give examples of the decompositions
of some quandles. For example, we concretely determine the decompositions of the
Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a) for any n0 ∈ Z>0 and a ∈ Z and the dihedral
quandle Rm for any m ∈ Z≥0.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we recall the definition of
a connected component of a quandle. In Section 4.2, we determine the connected
component decomposition of the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(f1(t), . . . , fk(t)). In Sec-
tion 4.3, we introduce a decomposition of a quandle into the disjoint union of maximal
connected subquandles and that it is obtained by iterating a connected component
decomposition when the quandle is finite. In Section 4.4, we give examples of the
maximal connected subquandle decompositions of some quandles.
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4.1 A connected component of a quandle
Let (X, ∗) be a quandle. A non-empty subset Y of X is called a subquandle of X if
Y itself is a quandle under ∗. For any non-empty subset Y of X, Y is a subquandle
of X if and only if a ∗ b, a ∗−1 b ∈ Y for any a, b ∈ Y .
For any subset A of X, the minimal subquandle of X including A, denoted by
〈A〉, is called the subquandle generated by A, that is,
〈A〉 = {a ∗k1 x1 ∗k2 · · · ∗kn xn ∈ X | a, x1, . . . , xn ∈ A, k1, k2, . . . , kn ∈ Z}.
Let X be a quandle. All automorphisms of X form a group under composition
of morphisms: f · g := g ◦ f . This group is called the automorphism group of X and
denoted Aut(X). For a subset A of X, we denote by Inn(A) the subgroup of Aut(X)
generated by {Sa | a ∈ A}. In particular, Inn(X) is called the inner automorphism
group of X. For any a ∈ X and g ∈ Inn(A), we define an action of Inn(A) on X by
a · g = g(a). We say that X is a connected quandle if Inn(X) acts transitively on X.
In general, an orbit of X by the action is called a connected component of X or an
orbit of X simply, and X =
⊔
i∈I Xi is called the connected component decomposition
of X when Xi is a connected component of X for any i ∈ I. In general, a connected
component of X is a subquandle of X. We denote by OrbX(a) or Orb(a) the orbit
of X containing a.
Example 4.1.1. For any group G, a connected component of Conj(G) coincides with
one of conjugacy classes of G.
In the following, we give a well-known fact with a proof (for example, see [33]).
Lemma 4.1.2. Let M be an Alexander quandle. Then any connected component of
M is isomorphic to (1− t)M .
Proof. Since 0 ∗ x = (1 − t)x for any x ∈ M , it follows that (1 − t)M ⊂ Orb(0).
On the other hand, for any z ∈ Orb(0), there exist y1, . . . , yn ∈ M such that z =
0∗y1∗y2∗· · ·∗yn = (1−t)y1∗y2∗· · ·∗yn. Since for any x, y ∈M , (1−t)x∗y = t(1−t)x+
(1− t)y = (1− t)(tx+y), we have z ∈ (1− t)M , that is, (1− t)M ⊃ Orb(0). Therefore
(1− t)M = Orb(0). Next, we define the map φa : Orb(0)→ Orb(a) by φa(x) = x+ a
for any a ∈M . For any (1− t)x ∈ Orb(0) and a ∈M , φa((1− t)x) = (1− t)x+ a =
ta+(1−t)(x+a) = a∗(x+a) ∈ Orb(a). Hence φa is well-defined. For any x, y ∈ Orb(0)
and a ∈M , φa(x ∗ y) = (tx+(1− t)y)+ a = t(x+ a)+ (1− t)(y+ a) = φa(x) ∗φa(y).
Hence φa is a homomorphism. Similarly, the map ψa : Orb(a) → Orb(0) defined
by ψa(x) = x − a is a homomorphism for any a ∈ M . Since φa ◦ ψa = idOrb(a) and
ψa◦φa = idOrb(0), φa is an isomorphism. Therefore Orb(0) and Orb(a) are isomorphic
for any a ∈M .
4.2 The connected component decomposition of an
Alexander quandle
In this section, we show that the connected component decomposition of
the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) is
⊔a−1
i=0 Orb(i), where
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(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) is an ideal of Z[t±1] generated by Laurent polynomials
f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t) ∈ Z[t±1], and a = gcd(f1(1), f2(1), . . . , fk(1)). Furthermore,
we determine the form of all connected components of Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)).
For any α(t) ∈ Z[t±1], we define Cα(t) by
Cα(t) = {α(t) + a1f1(t) + a2f2(t) + · · ·+ akfk(t) | a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Z[t±1]} ⊂ Z[t±1].
Then for any [α(t)] ∈ Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)), C[α(t)] := Cα(t) is well-defined.
In this chapter, we often write α(t) for [α(t)] ∈ Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) simply.
For any D ⊂ Z[t±1], we define D(1) by D(1) = {g(1) | g(t) ∈ D} ⊂ Z. It is easy to
see that
C[α(t)](1) = {α(1) + a1f1(1) + a2f2(1) + · · ·+ akfk(1) | a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Z}
for any [α(t)] ∈ Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)).
Lemma 4.2.1. For any elements [α(t)] and [β(t)] of the Alexander quandle
Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)), it follows that C[α(t)]∗[β(t)](1) = C[α(t)](1).
Proof. Since [α(t)] ∗ [β(t)] = [tα(t) + (1− t)β(t)], we have
C[α(t)]∗[β(t)](1) = {1 · α(1) + (1− 1)β(1) + a1f1(1) + · · ·+ akfk(1) | a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Z}
= {α(1) + 0 · β(1) + a1f1(1) + · · ·+ akfk(1) | a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ Z}
= C[α(t)](1).
Lemma 4.2.2. For any elements [α(t)] and [β(t)] of the Alexander quandle
Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)), it follows that C[α(t)](1) = C[β(t)](1) if and only if
Orb([α(t)]) = Orb([β(t)]).
Proof. Suppose that C[α(t)](1) = C[β(t)](1). Then we have
{α(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}
= C[α(t)](1)
= C[β(t)](1)
= {β(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}.
Hence there exist l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z such that α(1) = β(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · · +
lkfk(1). We put α˜(t) and β˜(t) by α(t) = (1− t)α˜(t) + α(1) and β(t) = (1− t)β˜(t) +
β(1) respectively. We also put f˜i(t) by fi(t) = (1 − t)f˜i(t) + fi(1) for any i =
1, 2, . . . , k and γ(t) := β˜(t) + β(1) − tα˜(t) +∑ki=1 litf˜i(t). Since [∑ki=1 litfi(t)] = [0]
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in Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)), we have
[(1− t)γ(t)]
= [(1− t)(β˜(t) + β(1)− tα˜(t) +
k∑
i=1
litf˜i(t))]
= [(1− t)β˜(t) + (1− t)β(1)− t(1− t)α˜(t) +
k∑
i=1
lit(1− t)f˜i(t)]
= [(1− t)β˜(t) + (1− t)β(1)− t(1− t)α˜(t) +
k∑
i=1
lit(1− t)f˜i(t)−
k∑
i=1
litfi(t)]
= [(1− t)β˜(t) + β(1)− tβ(1)− t(1− t)α˜(t) +
k∑
i=1
lit((1− t)f˜i(t)− fi(t))]
= [β(t)− t(1− t)α˜(t)− tβ(1) +
k∑
i=1
lit(−fi(1))]
= [β(t)− t(1− t)α˜(t)− tα(1)]
= [β(t)− tα(t)].
Hence [α(t)] ∗ [γ(t)] = [tα(t) + (1 − t)γ(t)] = [β(t)], which implies Orb([α(t)]) =
Orb([β(t)]). Next, suppose that Orb([α(t)]) = Orb([β(t)]). There exist
[γ1(t)], [γ2(t)], . . . , [γl(t)] ∈ Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) and ϵ1, ϵ2, . . . , ϵl ∈ Z such
that [α(t)] ∗ϵ1 [γ1(t)] ∗ϵ2 · · · ∗ϵl [γl(t)] = [β(t)]. By Lemma 4.2.1, we have C[α(t)](1) =
C[β(t)](1).
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3. For any elements [α(t)] and [β(t)] of the Alexander quandle
Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)), it follows that Orb([α(t)]) = Orb([β(t)]) if and only
if α(1) ≡ β(1) mod a, where a = gcd(f1(1), f2(1), . . . , fk(1)).
Proof. Suppose that Orb([α(t)]) = Orb([β(t)]). By Lemma 4.2.2, C[α(t)](1) =
C[β(t)](1). Since f1(1)Z+ f2(1)Z+ · · ·+ fk(1)Z = aZ, we have
{α(1) + la | l ∈ Z} = {α(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}
= C[α(t)](1)
= C[β(t)](1)
= {β(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}
= {β(1) + la | l ∈ Z}.
Hence we obtain α(1) ≡ β(1) mod a. On the other hand, suppose that α(1) ≡ β(1)
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mod a. Since f1(1)Z+ f2(1)Z+ · · ·+ fk(1)Z = aZ, we have
C[α(t)](1) = {α(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}
= {α(1) + la | l ∈ Z}
= {β(1) + la | l ∈ Z}
= {β(1) + l1f1(1) + l2f2(1) + · · ·+ lkfk(1) | l1, l2, . . . , lk ∈ Z}
= C[β(t)](1).
By Lemma 4.2.2, we obtain Orb([α(t)]) = Orb([β(t)]).
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.4. Let M be the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) and
let a = gcd(f1(1), f2(1), . . . , fk(1)). Then the following hold.
1. The connected component decomposition of M is given by
M =
a−1⊔
i=0
Orb(i),
where
Orb(i) = {[g(t)] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], g(1) ≡ i mod a}
= {[i+ (1− t)g(t) + aj] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], j ∈ Z}.
2. For any j = 0, 1, . . . , a− 1, it follows that
Orb(j) ∼= Z[t±1]/((f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) + I),
where we define f˜i(t) by fi(t) = (1− t)f˜i(t) + fi(1) for any i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and
I = {∑ki=1 aif˜i(t) | ai ∈ Z[t±1], ∑ki=1 aifi(1) = 0}.
Proof. 1. By Lemma 4.2.3, M =
⊔a−1
i=0 Orb(i) is the connected component de-
composition of M , and we have Orb(i) = {[g(t)] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], g(1) ≡ i
mod a} immediately. There exist g˜(t) ∈ Z[t±1] and j ∈ Z such that g(t) =
g(1) + (1 − t)g˜(t) = i + (1 − t)g˜(t) + aj if and only if g(1) ≡ i mod a. Hence
we have Orb(i) = {[i+ (1− t)g(t) + aj] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], j ∈ Z}.
2. Let J = (f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)). We define the Z[t±1]-homomorphism φ :
Z[t±1] → (1 − t)M by φ(x) = (1 − t)x + J . It is clear that J ⊂ ker(φ).
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For any
∑k
i=1 aif˜i(t) ∈ I, we have
φ(
k∑
i=1
aif˜i(t)) = (1− t)
k∑
i=1
aif˜i(t) + J
=
k∑
i=1
ai(1− t)f˜i(t) +
k∑
i=1
aifi(1) + J
=
k∑
i=1
ai((1− t)f˜i(t) + fi(1)) + J
=
k∑
i=1
aifi(t) + J,
which implies that I ⊂ ker(φ). Hence we obtain J + I ⊂ ker(φ). On the
other hand, let g(t) ∈ ker(φ). Since φ(g(t)) = (1 − t)g(t) + J = J , there exist
h1(t), h2(t), . . . , hk(t) ∈ Z[t±1] such that (1 − t)g(t) =
∑k
i=1 hi(t)fi(t). When
we put t = 1, we have 0 =
∑k
i=1 hi(1)fi(1). For any i = 1, 2, . . . , k, we define
h˜i(t) by hi(t) = (1− t)h˜i(t) + hi(1). Since
∑k
i=1 hi(1)fi(1) = 0, we have
(1− t)g(t) =
k∑
i=1
hi(t)fi(t)
=
k∑
i=1
((1− t)h˜i(t)fi(t) + (1− t)hi(1)f˜i(t) + hi(1)fi(1))
= (1− t)
k∑
i=1
h˜i(t)fi(t) + (1− t)
k∑
i=1
hi(1)f˜i(t) +
k∑
i=1
hi(1)fi(1)
= (1− t)
k∑
i=1
h˜i(t)fi(t) + (1− t)
k∑
i=1
hi(1)f˜i(t).
Hence we have g(t) =
∑k
i=1 h˜i(t)fi(t)+
∑k
i=1 hi(1)f˜i(t). Since
∑k
i=1 hi(1)fi(1) =
0, we have
∑k
i=1 hi(1)f˜i(t) ∈ I, that is, g(t) ∈ J + I. Hence we obtain
J + I ⊃ ker(φ). Obviously, φ is a surjection. By the homomorphism the-
orem, φ˜ : Z[t±1]/(J + I) → (1 − t)M is a Z[t±1]-isomorphism, which is
an isomorphism as quandles. By Lemma 4.1.2, it follows that Orb(j) ∼=
Z[t±1]/((f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) + I) for any j = 0, 1, . . . , a− 1.
By Theorem 4.2.4, we obtain the following corollaries, where we note that the
dihedral quandle Rm is isomorphic to the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(m, t + 1) for
any m ∈ Z≥0.
Corollary 4.2.5. For any m ∈ Z>0, Rm is a connected dihedral quandle if and only
if m is an odd number. Furthermore, when m is an even number, Rm = Orb(0) ⊔
Orb(1) = {0, 2, . . . ,m−2}⊔{1, 3, . . . ,m−1} is the connected component decomposition
of Rm.
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Corollary 4.2.6. Let f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t) ∈ Z[t±1]. Then the Alexander quandle
Z[t±1]/(f1(t), f2(t), . . . , fk(t)) is connected if and only if gcd(f1(1), f2(1), . . . , fk(1)) =
1.
For example, the tetrahedral quandle Z[t±1]/(2, t2+t+1) is connected by Corollary
4.2.6.
Corollary 4.2.7. Let a,m ∈ Z and let n = m/ gcd(m, 1 + a). Then any connected
component of the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(m, t+a) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(n, t+a).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2.4, any connected component of Z[t±1]/(m, t+a) is isomorphic
to Z[t±1]/((m, t+a)+I), where I = {−a2 | a1, a2 ∈ Z[t±1], a1m+a2(1+a) = 0}. For
any −x2 ∈ I, there exists x1 ∈ Z[t±1] such that x1m+ x2(1 + a) = 0. Then we have
x1n+ x2(1 + a)/ gcd(m, 1 + a) = 0. Since n and (1 + a)/ gcd(m, 1 + a) are relatively
prime, x2 is devisible by n. Hence we obtain I ⊂ nZ[t±1]. On the other hand, for
any x2 = ns ∈ nZ[t±1], there exists x1 = −s(1 + a)/ gcd(m, 1 + a) ∈ Z[t±1] such that
x1m + x2(1 + a) = 0. Hence −x2 ∈ I, that is, I ⊃ nZ[t±1]. Therefore I = nZ[t±1].
Since m is divisible by n, we have Z[t±1]/((m, t + a) + I) = Z[t±1]/(m,n, t + a) =
Z[t±1]/(n, t+ a).
Corollary 4.2.8. If m is an even number, then any connected component of Rm is
isomorphic to Rm/2.
4.3 The maximal connected subquandle decomposition
In this section, we consider a decomposition of a quandle into the disjoint union of
maximal connected subquandles, and review that it is uniquely obtained by iterat-
ing a connected component decomposition when the quandle is finite. We remark
that {(1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2)} is a connected component of Conj(S3), but not a connected
subquandle of it, where S3 is a symmetric group of degree 3.
Let X be a quandle and let A be a connected subquandle of X. We say that
A is a maximal connected subquandle of X when any connected subquandle of X
including A is only A. We say that X =
⊔
i∈I Ai is the maximal connected subquandle
decomposition of X when each Ai is a maximal connected subquandle of X.
Theorem 4.3.1 ([13]). Any quandle has a unique maximal connected subquandle
decomposition.
For a quandle X, it is easy to see that any connected subquandle of X is included
in some connected component of X. Therefore if a connected component of X is a
connected subquandle of X, then it is a maximal connected subquandle of X.
Let X be a quandle and let PQnd(X) be the set of all subquandles of X. For
any A ⊂ PQnd(X), we define D(A) :=
⋃
A∈A{OrbA(a) | a ∈ A}. It is easy to see
that
⋃
A∈AA =
⋃
A∈D(A)A. We put D
0(A) := A and Dk+1(A) := D(Dk(A)) for any
k ∈ Z≥0.
Theorem 4.3.2 ([13]). Let X be a quandle. If there exists n ∈ Z≥0 such that
Dn({X}) = Dn+1({X}), then X = ⊔A∈Dn({X})A is the maximal connected subquan-
dle decomposition of X. In particular, if X is a finite quandle, then there exists
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n ∈ Z≥0 such that X =
⊔
A∈Dn({X})A is the maximal connected subquandle decom-
position of X.
By Lemma 4.1.2 and Theorem 4.3.2, the following corollary holds immediately.
Corollary 4.3.3. All maximal connected subquandles of a finite Alexander quandle
are isomorphic.
For a quandle X, we denote by depth(X) the minimal number of n satisfying
X =
⊔
A∈Dn({X})A is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of X. It is
called the subquandle depth of X in [44]. Obviously, X is a connected quandle if and
only if depth(X) = 0.
4.4 Examples of the maximal connected subquandle de-
composition
In this section, we give examples of the maximal connected subquandle decomposi-
tions of some quandles.
Let Sn be a symmetric group of degree n. We consider connectivity of Conj(Sn).
By Example 4.1.1, a connected component of Conj(Sn) coincides with one of conju-
gacy classes of Sn. We denote by C(a) the conjugacy class of Sn containing a. We
note that two elements of Sn are conjugate if and only if their cyclic types coincide.
Example 4.4.1. (1) We show that the maximal connected subquandle decompo-
sition of S3 is
S3 = {(1 2 3)} ⊔ {(1 3 2)} ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e).
S3 = C((1 2 3)) ⊔C((1 2)) ⊔C(e) is the connected component decomposition of
S3. Furthermore, C((1 2)) and C(e) are connected quandles, and C((1 2 3)) =
{(1 2 3)} ⊔ {(1 3 2)} is the connected component decomposition of C((1 2 3)).
Therefore
S3 = {(1 2 3)} ⊔ {(1 3 2)} ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e)
is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of S3, and we have
depth(S3) = 2.
(2) We show that the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of S4 is
S4 = C((1 2 3 4))
⊔{(1 2 3), (1 4 2), (1 3 4), (2 4 3)} ⊔ {(1 3 2), (1 2 4), (1 4 3), (2 3 4)}
⊔{(1 2)(3 4)} ⊔ {(1 3)(2 4)} ⊔ {(1 4)(2 3)} ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e).
S4 = C((1 2 3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2 3)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e) is the con-
nected component decomposition of S4. Furthermore, C((1 2 3 4)), C((1 2)) and
C(e) are connected quandles, and C((1 2 3)) = {(1 2 3), (1 4 2), (1 3 4), (2 4 3)} ⊔
{(1 3 2), (1 2 4), (1 4 3), (2 3 4)} and C((1 2)(3 4)) = {(1 2)(3 4)} ⊔ {(1 3)(2 4)} ⊔
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{(1 4)(2 3)} are the connected component decompositions of C((1 2 3)) and
C((1 2)(3 4)) respectively. Since any connected component of C((1 2 3)) and
C((1 2)(3 4)) is connected,
S4 = C((1 2 3 4))
⊔{(1 2 3), (1 4 2), (1 3 4), (2 4 3)} ⊔ {(1 3 2), (1 2 4), (1 4 3), (2 3 4)}
⊔{(1 2)(3 4)} ⊔ {(1 3)(2 4)} ⊔ {(1 4)(2 3)} ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e)
is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of S4, and we have
depth(S4) = 2.
(3) We show that the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of S5 is
S5 =
{
(1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 3 4), (1 2 4 5 3), (1 3 2 5 4), (1 3 4 2 5), (1 3 5 4 2),
(1 4 3 5 2), (1 4 5 2 3), (1 4 2 3 5), (1 5 3 2 4), (1 5 2 4 3), (1 5 4 3 2)
}
⊔
{
(1 2 3 5 4), (1 2 5 4 3), (1 2 4 3 5), (1 3 2 4 5), (1 3 4 5 2), (1 3 5 2 4),
(1 4 3 2 5), (1 4 5 3 2), (1 4 2 5 3), (1 5 3 4 2), (1 5 2 3 4), (1 5 4 2 3)
}
⊔C((1 2 3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2 3)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4 5)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e).
S5 = C((1 2 3 4 5)) ⊔ C((1 2 3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2 3)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4 5)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4)) ⊔
C((1 2))⊔C(e) is the connected component decomposition of S5. Furthermore,
C((1 2 3 4)), C((1 2 3)), C((1 2)(3 4 5)), C((1 2)(3 4)), C((1 2)) and C(e) are con-
nected quandles, and
C((1 2 3 4 5))
=
{
(1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 3 4), (1 2 4 5 3), (1 3 2 5 4), (1 3 4 2 5), (1 3 5 4 2),
(1 4 3 5 2), (1 4 5 2 3), (1 4 2 3 5), (1 5 3 2 4), (1 5 2 4 3), (1 5 4 3 2)
}
⊔
{
(1 2 3 5 4), (1 2 5 4 3), (1 2 4 3 5), (1 3 2 4 5), (1 3 4 5 2), (1 3 5 2 4),
(1 4 3 2 5), (1 4 5 3 2), (1 4 2 5 3), (1 5 3 4 2), (1 5 2 3 4), (1 5 4 2 3)
}
is the connected component decomposition of C((1 2 3 4 5)). Since any connected
component of C((1 2 3 4 5)) is connected,
S5 =
{
(1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 5 3 4), (1 2 4 5 3), (1 3 2 5 4), (1 3 4 2 5), (1 3 5 4 2),
(1 4 3 5 2), (1 4 5 2 3), (1 4 2 3 5), (1 5 3 2 4), (1 5 2 4 3), (1 5 4 3 2)
}
⊔
{
(1 2 3 5 4), (1 2 5 4 3), (1 2 4 3 5), (1 3 2 4 5), (1 3 4 5 2), (1 3 5 2 4),
(1 4 3 2 5), (1 4 5 3 2), (1 4 2 5 3), (1 5 3 4 2), (1 5 2 3 4), (1 5 4 2 3)
}
⊔C((1 2 3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2 3)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4 5)) ⊔ C((1 2)(3 4)) ⊔ C((1 2)) ⊔ C(e)
is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of S5, and we have
depth(S5) = 2.
Example 4.4.2. We show that the maximal connected subquandle decomposition
of the dihedral quandle R0 is
R0 =
⊔
i∈Z
{i}.
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We note that R0 is isomorphic to the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(t+1). By Theorem
4.2.4, the connected component decomposition of R0 is
R0 = Orb(0) ⊔Orb(1) = {i | i : even} ⊔ {i | i : odd}.
Since each connected component is isomorphic to R0 by Corollary 4.2.8, we have
Dn({R0}) = {{2nj + i | j ∈ Z} | i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1} for any n ∈ Z≥0 by iterating a
connected component decomposition. Hence for any a, b ∈ R0, there exists l ∈ Z>0
such that a and b are in distinct elements of Dl({R0}). Since any connected sub-
quandle is included in a connected component, any connected subquandle of R0 is
included in an element of Dl({R0}). Therefore a and b are in distinct maximal con-
nected subquandles of R0, which implies that R0 =
⊔
i∈Z{i} is the maximal connected
subquandle decomposition of R0, and depth(R0) =∞.
Example 4.4.3. We consider the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of
the Alexander quandle Z[t±1]/(6, t2+t+1). Since gcd(6, 12+1+1) = 3, Z[t±1]/(6, t2+
t + 1) = Orb(0) ⊔ Orb(1) ⊔ Orb(2) is the connected component decomposition of
Z[t±1]/(6, t2 + t+ 1), and
Orb(0) = {[g(t)] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], g(1) ≡ 0 mod 3}
=
{
0, 3, 3t, 1 + 2t, 1 + 5t, 2 + t, 2 + 4t,
3 + 3t, 4 + 2t, 4 + 5t, 5 + t, 5 + 4t
}
,
Orb(1) = {[g(t)] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], g(1) ≡ 1 mod 3}
=
{
1, 4, t, 4t, 1 + 3t, 2 + 2t, 2 + 5t,
3 + t, 3 + 4t, 4 + 3t, 5 + 2t, 5 + 5t
}
,
Orb(2) = {[g(t)] | g(t) ∈ Z[t±1], g(1) ≡ 2 mod 3}
=
{
2, 5, 2t, 5t, 1 + t, 1 + 4t, 2 + 3t,
3 + 2t, 3 + 5t, 4 + t, 4 + 4t, 5 + 3t
}
by Theorem 4.2.4.
Next, by Theorem 4.2.4, for any i = 0, 1, 2, Orb(i) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/((6, t2+
t+ 1) + I), where
I = {−a2(t+ 2) | a1, a2 ∈ Z[t±1], 6a1 + 3a2 = 0}
= {−a2(t+ 2) | a1, a2 ∈ Z[t±1], a2 = −2a1}
= 2(t+ 2)Z[t±1],
which implies that Z[t±1]/((6, t2 + t + 1) + I) = Z[t±1]/(6, 2(t + 2), t2 + t + 1). By
Theorem 4.2.4, we obtain that
Z[t±1]/(6, 2(t+ 2), t2 + t+ 1) = {0, 3, 2 + t, 5 + t} ⊔ {1, 4, t, 3 + t} ⊔ {2, 5, 1 + t, 4 + t}
is the connected component decomposition of Z[t±1]/(6, 2(t + 2), t2 + t + 1). By
the proof of Theorem 4.2.4, the map φ˜ : Z[t±1]/(6, 2(t + 2), t2 + t + 1) → (1 −
t)(Z[t±1]/(6, t2+ t+1)) defined by φ˜(x) = (1− t)x is an isomorphism. Hence, by the
proof of Lemma 4.1.2,
Orb(0) = (1− t)(Z[t±1]/(6, t2 + t+ 1))
= {0, 3, 3t, 3 + 3t} ⊔ {1 + 5t, 1 + 2t, 4 + 2t, 4 + 5t} ⊔ {2 + 4t, 2 + t, 5 + t, 5 + 4t}
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is the connected component decomposition of Orb(0). Furthermore, for any i = 1, 2,
the map φi : Orb(0) → Orb(i) defined by φi(x) = x + i is an isomorphism by the
proof of Lemma 4.1.2. Therefore
Orb(1) = {1, 4, 1 + 3t, 4 + 3t} ⊔ {2 + 5t, 2 + 2t, 5 + 2t, 5 + 5t} ⊔ {3 + 4t, 3 + t, t, 4t}
and
Orb(2) = {2, 5, 2 + 3t, 5 + 3t} ⊔ {3 + 5t, 3 + 2t, 2t, 5t} ⊔ {4 + 4t, 4 + t, 1 + t, 1 + 4t}
are the connected component decompositions of Orb(1) and Orb(2) respectively.
Finally, by Theorem 4.2.4, any connected component of Z[t±1]/(6, 2(t+2), t2+t+1)
is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/((6, 2(t+ 2), t2 + t+ 1) + I ′), where
I ′ = {−2a2 − a3(t+ 2) | a1, a2, a3 ∈ Z[t±1], 6a1 + 6a2 + 3a3 = 0}
= {−2a2 − a3(t+ 2) | a1, a2, a3 ∈ Z[t±1], a3 = −2(a1 + a2)}
= {−2a2 + 2(a1 + a2)(t+ 2) | a1, a2 ∈ Z[t±1]}
= 2Z[t±1],
which implies that Z[t±1]/((6, 2(t + 2), t2 + t + 1) + I ′) = Z[t±1]/(2, t2 + t + 1). By
Corollary 4.2.6, Z[t±1]/(2, t2 + t+ 1) is a connected quandle. Therefore
Z[t±1]/(6, t2 + t+ 1)
= {0, 3, 3t, 3 + 3t} ⊔ {1 + 5t, 1 + 2t, 4 + 2t, 4 + 5t} ⊔ {2 + 4t, 2 + t, 5 + t, 5 + 4t}
⊔{1, 4, 1 + 3t, 4 + 3t} ⊔ {2 + 5t, 2 + 2t, 5 + 2t, 5 + 5t} ⊔ {3 + 4t, 3 + t, t, 4t}
⊔{2, 5, 2 + 3t, 5 + 3t} ⊔ {3 + 5t, 3 + 2t, 2t, 5t} ⊔ {4 + 4t, 4 + t, 1 + t, 1 + 4t}
is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of Z[t±1]/(6, t2 + t+ 1), and we
obtain that depth(Z[t±1]/(6, t2 + t+ 1)) = 2.
Proposition 4.4.4. Let n0 ∈ Z>0, a ∈ Z and put ni+1 := ni/ gcd(ni, 1 + a) for
any i ∈ Z≥0. Let l be the minimal number satisfying nl = nl+1. Then the Alexander
quandle Z[t±1]/(n0, t+a) is decomposed into N maximal connected subquandles, where
N =
∏l−1
i=0 gcd(ni, 1+a), and any maximal connected subquandle of Z[t±1]/(n0, t+a)
is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(nl, t+ a).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2.4, for any i ∈ Zi≥0, Z[t±1]/(ni, t + a) is decomposed into
gcd(ni, 1 + a) maximal connected subquandles, and any maximal connected sub-
quandle of Z[t±1]/(ni, t + a) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(ni+1, t + a). Hence for any
i ∈ Z>0, any element of Di({Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)}) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(ni, t + a),
and we have #Di({Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)}) =
∏i−1
j=0 gcd(nj , 1 + a). By Corollary 4.2.6,
nk = nk+1, that is, gcd(nk, 1 + a) = 1 if and only if D
k({Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)}) =
Dk+1({Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)}). Hence l is the minimal number satisfying nl = nl+1 if
and only if depth(Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)) = l. By Theorem 4.3.2, Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a) =⊔
C∈Dl({Z[t±1]/(n0,t+a)})C is the maximal connected subquandle decomposition of
Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a). Since N =
∏l−1
i=0 gcd(ni, 1 + a) = #D
l({Z[t±1]/(n0, t + a)}),
Z[t±1]/(n0, t+a) is decomposed intoN maximal connected subquandles, and any max-
imal connected subquandle of Z[t±1]/(n0, t+a) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(nl, t+a).
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In Proposition 4.4.4, if 1 + a is a prime number, Z[t±1]/(n0, t+ a) is decomposed
into |1+a|l maximal connected subquandles, and any maximal connected subquandle
of Z[t±1]/(n0, t+ a) is isomorphic to Z[t±1]/(k, t+ a), where n0 = k(1+ a)l such that
k and 1 + a are relatively prime integers.
By Proposition 4.4.4, the following corollary holds.
Corollary 4.4.5. For any m ∈ Z>0, the dihedral quandle Rm is decomposed into
2l maximal connected subquandles, and any maximal connected subquandle of Rm is
isomorphic to Rk, and depth(Rm) = l, where k is an odd number, and l ∈ Z>0 such
that m = 2lk.
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Chapter 5
The Gordian distance and the
unknotting number of
handlebody-knots
The Gordian distance of two classical knots is the minimal number of crossing changes
needed to be deformed each other. In particular, we call the Gordian distance of a
classical knot and the trivial one the unknotting number of the classical knot. Clark,
Elhamdadi, Saito and Yeatman [7] gave a lower bound for the Nakanishi index [41],
which induced a lower bound for the unknotting number of classical knots. This is
a generalization of the Przytycki’s result [45]. In this chapter, we give lower bounds
for the Gordian distance and the unknotting number of handlebody-knots.
Iwakiri [26] gave a lower bound for the unknotting number of handlebody-knots
by using Alexander quandle colorings of its Z2 or Z3-flowed diagram. In this chapter,
we extend the result in three directions. First, we extend from Z2, Z3-flows to any
Zm-flow. Second, we extend from quandles to biquandles. Finally, we extend from
the unknotting number to the Gordian distance. Thus we can determine the Gor-
dian distance and the unknotting number of handlebody-knots more efficiently. We
construct handlebody-knots with arbitrary Gordian distance and unknotting number
and note that one of them can not be obtained by using Alexander quandle colorings
introduced in [26].
This chapter is organized into four sections. In Section 5.1, we introduce the Gor-
dian distance and the unknotting number of handlebody-knots and some properties
of G-family of biquandles colorings. In Section 5.2, we show that there are linear
relationships for Alexander biquandle colorings for any S1-oriented handlebody-link.
In Section 5.3, we give lower bounds for the Gordian distance and the unknotting
number of handlebody-knots by using Zm-family of Alexander biquandles colorings.
In Section 5.4, we construct handlebody-knots with Gordian distance n and unknot-
ting number n for any n ∈ Z>0. Moreover, we note that one of them can not be
obtained by using Alexander quandle colorings with Z2,Z3-flows introduced in [26].
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5.1 The Gordian distance of handlebody-knots
A crossing change of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H is that of a spatial trivalent
graph representing H. This deformation can be realized by switching two handles
depicted in Figure 5.1. It is easy to see that any two S1-oriented handlebody-knots of
the same genus can be related by a finite sequence of crossing changes. For any two
S1-oriented handlebody-knots H1 and H2 of the same genus, we define their Gordian
distance d(H1,H2) by the minimal number of crossing changes needed to be deformed
each other. In particular, for any S1-oriented handlebody-knot H and the S1-oriented
trivial handlebody-knot O of the same genus, we define u(H) := d(H,O), which is
called the unknotting number of H.
Figure 5.1: A crossing change of an S1-oriented handlebody-link.
We remind a coloring for an S1-oriented handlebody-link by a G-family of bi-
quandles. Let G be a group, X be a G-family of biquandles and let (D, ρ) be a
G-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H. An X-coloring of (D, ρ) is
a map C : SA(D, ρ) → X satisfying the conditions depicted in Figure 5.2 at each
crossing and vertex. We denote by ColX(D, ρ) the set of all X-colorings of (D, ρ). We
note that ColX(D, ρ) is a vector space over X when X is a Zm-family of Alexander
biquandles and a field.
Figure 5.2: A G-family of biquandles coloring of (D, ρ).
For any m ∈ Z≥0 and Zm-flow ρ of a diagram D of an S1-oriented handlebody-
link H, we define gcd ρ := gcd{ρ(a),m | a ∈ A(D)} ∈ Z≥0, where we regard ρ(a) as
an arbitrary element of Z which represents ρ(a) ∈ Zm. Then we have the following
lemma in the same way as in [20].
Lemma 5.1.1. Let m ∈ Z≥0, (D, ρ) be a Zm-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link H and let (D′, ρ′) be the associated Zm-flowed diagram of (D, ρ).
Then it follows that gcd ρ = gcd ρ′.
Proposition 5.1.2. Let G be a group and let X be a G-family of biquandles. Then
the following hold.
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1. Let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link. Then it
follows that #ColX(D, ρ) ≥ #X.
2. Let (O,ψ) be a G-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented m-component trivial
handlebody-link. Then it follows that #ColX(O,ψ) = (#X)
m.
Proof. 1. By Theorem 2.1.1 and [40], we can deform (D, ρ) into the G-flowed
diagram (D′, ρ′) depicted in Figure 5.3 by a finite sequence of Reidemein-
ter moves preserving Y-orientations, where b is a classical l-braid, and
ai,1, . . . , ai,mi , bi,1, . . . , bi,ni ∈ G for any i = 1, . . . , s. We note that
∏mi
j=1 ai,j =∏ni
j=1 bi,j for any i = 1, . . . , s, and x ∗g x = x ∗g x for any x ∈ X and g ∈ G. By
Proposition 3.4.2, it is sufficient to prove that #ColX(D
′, ρ′) ≥ #X. Here for
any x ∈ X and g ∈ G, we write x ∗g x for x ∗g x and x ∗g x simply. Then for any
x ∈ X, the assignment of elements of X to each semi-arc of (D′, ρ′) as shown
in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 is an X-coloring, where each gi represents an element of
G in Figure 5.4. Therefore we have #ColX(D
′, ρ′) ≥ #X.
Figure 5.3: A G-flowed diagram (D′, ρ′) and its X-coloring.
2. It is sufficient to prove that #ColX(O,ψ) = #X when m = 1. Let (Og, ψg)
be a G-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented trivial handlebody-knot of genus g.
By Theorem 2.1.1, we can deform (Og, ψg) into the G-flowed diagram (O
′
g, ψ
′
g)
depicted in Figure 5.5 by a finite sequence of Reidemeinter moves preserving
Y-orientations, where ai ∈ G for any i = 1, . . . , g, and e is the identity of G. By
Proposition 3.4.2, it is sufficient to prove that #ColX(O
′
g, ψ
′
g) = #X. For any
x ∈ X, the assignment of x to each semi-arc of (O′g, ψ′g) as shown in Figure 5.5
is an X-coloring. On the other hand, since any X-coloring of (O′g, ψ′g) is given
by Figure 5.5 for some x ∈ X, we have #ColX(O′g, ψ′g) = #X.
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Figure 5.4: An X-coloring of (D′, ρ′) in the part of b.
Figure 5.5: A G-flowed diagram (O′g, ψ′g) and its X-coloring.
5.2 Linear relationships for Alexander biquandle color-
ings
For any Zm-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of an S1-oriented handlebody-link, we define the
Alexander numbering of (D, ρ) by assigning elements of Zm to each region of (D, ρ)
as shown in Figure 5.6, where the unbounded region is labeled 0. It is an extension
of the Alexander numbering of a classical knot diagram [1]. It is easy to see that
for any Zm-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of an S1-oriented handlebody-link, there uniquely
exists the Alexander numbering of (D, ρ). For example, a Zm-flowed diagram of the
handlebody-knot 52 [21] with the Alexander numbering is depicted in Figure 5.7. For
any semi-arc α of (D, ρ), we denote by χ(α) the Alexander number of the region
which the normal orientation of α points to.
Figure 5.6: The Alexander numbering of (D, ρ).
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Figure 5.7: A Zm-flowed diagram of 52 with the Alexander numbering.
In the following, every component of a diagram of any S1-oriented handlebody-
link has a crossing at least 1. Let (D, ρ) be a Zm-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link with the Alexander numbering and let X be a Zm-family of Alexan-
der biquandles. We put C(D, ρ) = {c1, . . . , cn} and V (D, ρ) = {τ1, . . . , τ2k}, where
C(D, ρ) and V (D, ρ) are the set of all crossings of (D, ρ) and the one of all vertices
of (D, ρ) respectively, where the sign of τi is 1 for any i = 1, . . . , k and −1 for any
i = k + 1, . . . , 2k. Then we denote by xi each semi-arc of (D, ρ) as shown in Figure
5.8, which implies SA(D, ρ) = {x1, . . . , x2n+3k}.
Figure 5.8: Semi-arcs xi of (D, ρ).
We denote by ui, vi, v
′
i, wi, αi, βi and γi the semi-arcs incident to a crossing ci or
a vertex τi as shown in Figure 5.9. We put ρi := ρ(ui) = ρ(wi), ψi := ρ(vi) = ρ(v
′
i),
ηi := ρ(αi) and θi := ρ(βi). We denote by ϵci ∈ {±1} and ϵτi ∈ {±1} the signs of a
crossing ci and a vertex τi respectively (see Figure 5.9).
Figure 5.9: Notations.
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For any semi-arcs x, x′ ∈ SA(D, ρ), we put
δ(x, x′) :=
{
1 (x = x′),
0 (x ̸= x′).
We denote by M(l,m;X) the set of l×m matrices over X. Then we define a matrix
A(D, ρ;X) = (ai,j) ∈M(2n+ 4k, 2n+ 3k;X) by
ai,j =

δ(ui, xj)t
ψi + δ(vi, xj)(s
ψi − tψi)− δ(wi, xj) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
−δ(vi−n, xj)sρi−n + δ(v′i−n, xj) (n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n),
δ(αi−2n, xj)− δ(γi−2n, xj) (2n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 2k),
δ(βi−2n−2k, xj)− δ(γi−2n−2k, xj)sηi−2n−2k (2n+ 2k + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 4k).
We note that A(D, ρ;X) is determined up to permuting of rows and columns of the
matrix. Then we can identify ColX(D, ρ) with the set

z1
z2
...
z2n+3k
 ∈ X2n+3k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣A(D, ρ;X)

z1
z2
...
z2n+3k
 = 0
 .
For example, let (E,ψ) be the Zm-flowed diagram of the handlebody-knot depicted
in Figure 5.10. Then we have
A(E,ψ;X) =

−1 0 sa − ta ta 0 0 0
0 −1 0 sb − tb 0 tb 0
0 1 −sb 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −sa 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1 0
1 0 0 0 −sa 0 0
0 0 0 0 −sa 0 1

.
Figure 5.10: A Zm-flowed diagram (E,ψ).
Then we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.2.1. Let (D, ρ) be a Zm-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-
link with the Alexander numbering and let X be a Zm-family of Alexander biquandles.
Let ai be the i-th row of A(D, ρ;X). Then it follows that
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)ai +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)an+i
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)a2n+i +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)a2n+2k+i = 0.
Proof. For any semi-arc x incident to a crossing or a vertex σ, we put
ϵ(x;σ) :=
{
1 if the orientation of x points to σ,
−1 otherwise.
We set (ai,j) := A(D, ρ;X). It is sufficient to prove that for any j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n+
3k,
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)ai,j +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)an+i,j
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)a2n+i,j +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)a2n+2k+i,j = 0.
For the first term, we have
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)δ(ui, xj)tψi = δ(ui, xj)ϵ(ui; ci)t−χ(ui)(sρ(ui) − tρ(ui)),
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)δ(vi, xj)(sψi − tψi) (1)
= ϵcit
−χ(wi)sρiδ(vi, xj)(sψi − tψi)− ϵcit−χ(wi)tρiδ(vi, xj)(sψi − tψi)
= ϵcit
−χ(wi)δ(vi, xj)(sψi − tψi)sρi + δ(vi, xj)ϵ(vi; ci)t−χ(vi)(sρ(vi) − tρ(vi)),
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)(−δ(wi, xj)) = δ(wi, xj)ϵ(wi; ci)t−χ(wi)(sρ(wi) − tρ(wi)).
For the second term, we have
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)(−δ(vi, xj)sρi) = −ϵcit−χ(v
′
i)δ(vi, xj)(s
ψi − tψi)sρi , (2)
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)δ(v′i, xj) = δ(v′i, xj)ϵ(v′i; ci)t−χ(v
′
i)(sρ(v
′
i) − tρ(v′i)).
For the third term, we have
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)δ(αi, xj) = δ(αi, xj)ϵ(αi; τi)t−χ(αi)(sρ(αi) − tρ(αi)),
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)(−δ(γi, xj)) = δ(γi, xj)ϵ(γi; τi)t−χ(γi)tθi(sηi − tηi). (3)
For the last term, we have
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)δ(βi, xj) = δ(βi, xj)ϵ(βi; τi)t−χ(βi)(sρ(βi) − tρ(βi)),
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)(−δ(γi, xj)sηi) = δ(γi, xj)ϵ(γi; τi)t−χ(γi)(sθi − tθi)sηi . (4)
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We note that
(1) + (2) = δ(vi, xj)ϵ(vi; ci)t
−χ(vi)(sρ(vi) − tρ(vi)),
(3) + (4) = δ(γi, xj)ϵ(γi; τi)t
−χ(γi)(sρ(γi) − tρ(γi)).
Therefore for any j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n+ 3k, it follows that
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)ai,j +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)an+i,j
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)a2n+i,j +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)a2n+2k+i,j
=
n∑
i=1
(δ(ui, xj)ϵ(ui; ci)t
−χ(ui)(sρ(ui) − tρ(ui))
+ δ(vi, xj)ϵ(vi; ci)t
−χ(vi)(sρ(vi) − tρ(vi))
+ δ(v′i, xj)ϵ(v
′
i; ci)t
−χ(v′i)(sρ(v
′
i) − tρ(v′i))
+ δ(wi, xj)ϵ(wi; ci)t
−χ(wi)(sρ(wi) − tρ(wi)))
+
2k∑
i=1
(δ(αi, xj)ϵ(αi; τi)t
−χ(αi)(sρ(αi) − tρ(αi))
+ δ(βi, xj)ϵ(βi; τi)t
−χ(βi)(sρ(βi) − tρ(βi))
+ δ(γi, xj)ϵ(γi; τi)t
−χ(γi)(sρ(γi) − tρ(γi)))
= t−χ(xj)(sρ(xj) − tρ(xj))− t−χ(xj)(sρ(xj) − tρ(xj))
= 0.
Let X be an Alexander biquandle and let m = typeX. Then X is also a Zm-
family of Alexander biquandles. Let D be an oriented classical link diagram. We
can regard D as a Zm-flowed diagram (D, ρ(1)) of an S1-oriented handlebody-link
whose components are of genus 1, where ρ(1) is the constant map to 1. Hence we
can regard an X-coloring of D as an X-coloring of (D, ρ(1)). We define a matrix
A(D;X) ∈ M(2n, 2n;X) by A(D;X) = A(D, ρ(1);X), where n is the number of
crossings of D. Then the set of all X-colorings of D, denoted ColX(D), is given by
ColX(D) =


z1
z2
...
z2n
 ∈ X2n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣A(D;X)

z1
z2
...
z2n
 = 0
 .
Therefore we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2.2. Let D be a diagram of an oriented classical link with the Alexander
numbering and let X be an Alexander biquandle. Let ai be the i-th row of A(D;X).
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Then it follows that
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(s− t)ai +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(s− t)an+i = 0.
5.3 Results
In this section, we give lower bounds for the Gordian distance and the unknotting
number of S1-oriented handlebody-knots.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let Hi be an S
1-oriented handlebody-knot of genus g and let Di
be a diagram of Hi (i = 1, 2). Let X = Zp[t±1]/(f(t)) which is a Zm-family of
Alexander biquandles, where p is a prime number, s ∈ Zp[t±1] and f(t) ∈ Zp[t±1] is
an irreducible polynomial. Then it follows that
max
ρ1∈Flow(D1;Zm)
min
ρ2∈Flow(D2;Zm)
gcd ρ1=gcd ρ2
|dimColX(D1, ρ1)− dimColX(D2, ρ2)| ≤ d(H1,H2).
Proof. Let (D, ρ) be a Zm-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-knot and
let C(D, ρ) = {c1, . . . , cn} and V (D, ρ) = {τ1, . . . , τ2k}. Let (D, ρ) be the Zm-flowed
diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-knot which is obtained from (D, ρ) by the
crossing change at c1 and let C(D, ρ) = {c1, . . . , cn} and V (D, ρ) = {τ1, . . . , τ2k},
where ρ, ci and τ i originate from ρ, ci and τi naturally and respectively (see Figure
5.11). In the following, we show that
|dimColX(D, ρ)− dimColX(D, ρ)| ≤ 1,
that is,
| rankA(D, ρ;X)− rankA(D, ρ;X)| ≤ 1.
Figure 5.11: The crossing change at c1.
We may assume that c1 is a positive crossing and c1 is a negative crossing. We
denote by xi each semi-arc of (D, ρ) in the same way as in Figure 5.8 with respect to ci
or τ i, and so are v
′
i, wi, αi, βi, ρi, ψi, ηi, θi, ϵci and ϵτi (see Figure 5.9). We denote by
xj1 and xj2 the semi-arcs which point to the crossing c1 of (D, ρ) as shown in Figure
5.11, and we put a := ρ1 = ψ1 and b := ψ1 = ρ1. We remind that ColX(D, ρ) and
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ColX(D, ρ) are vector spaces over X since X is a Zm-family of Alexander biquandles
and a field.
Let ai, ai and aˆi be the i-th rows of A(D, ρ;X), A(D, ρ;X) and Aˆ(D, ρ;X)
respectively, where Aˆ(D, ρ;X) is the matrix obtained by permuting the first column
and the (n + 1)-th column of A(D, ρ;X). We put (ai,j) := A(D, ρ;X), (ai,j) :=
A(D, ρ;X) and (aˆi,j) := Aˆ(D, ρ;X). Then we have ai = aˆi when i ̸= 1, n + 1. We
note that rankA(D, ρ;X) = rank Aˆ(D, ρ;X) and
a1 = (−1, 0, . . . , 0,
j1
∨
tb, 0, . . . , 0,
n+1
∨
sb − tb, 0, . . . , 0),
an+1 = (0, . . . , 0,
j2
∨
1 , 0, . . . , 0,
n+1
∨
−sa, 0, . . . , 0),
a1 = (t
a, 0, . . . , 0,
j1
∨
sa − ta, 0, . . . , 0,
j2
∨−1, 0, . . . , 0),
an+1 = (0, . . . , 0,
j1
∨
−sb, 0, . . . , 0,
n+1
∨
1 , 0, . . . , 0),
aˆ1 = (0, . . . , 0,
j1
∨
sa − ta, 0, . . . , 0,
j2
∨−1, 0, . . . , 0,
n+1
∨
ta , 0, . . . , 0),
aˆn+1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0,
j1
∨
−sb, 0, . . . , 0).
By Proposition 5.2.1, we obtain
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)ai +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)an+i
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)a2n+i +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)a2n+2k+i = 0
and
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)ai +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)an+i
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)a2n+i +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)a2n+2k+i
=
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(wi)(sρi − tρi)aˆi +
n∑
i=1
ϵcit
−χ(v′i)(sψi − tψi)aˆn+i
+
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(αi)(sηi − tηi)aˆ2n+i +
2k∑
i=1
ϵτit
−χ(βi)(sθi − tθi)aˆ2n+2k+i = 0.
If ϵc1t
−χ(w1)(sρ1 − tρ1) = 0, we have sρ1 − tρ1 = sa − ta = 0, which implies that
an+1 = −aˆ1. Hence it follows that
| rankA(D, ρ;X)− rankA(D, ρ;X)| = | rankA(D, ρ;X)− rank Aˆ(D, ρ;X)| ≤ 1.
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If ϵc1t
−χ(w1)(sρ1 − tρ1) = 0, we have sρ1 − tρ1 = sb − tb = 0, which implies that
a1 = −aˆn+1. Hence it follows that
| rankA(D, ρ;X)− rankA(D, ρ;X)| = | rankA(D, ρ;X)− rank Aˆ(D, ρ;X)| ≤ 1.
If ϵc1t
−χ(w1)(sρ1 − tρ1) ̸= 0 and ϵc1t−χ(w1)(sρ1 − tρ1) ̸= 0, we can represent a1 and
a1 as linear combinations of a2, . . . ,a2n+4k and a2, . . . ,a2n+4k respectively. Hence it
follows that
rankA(D, ρ;X) = rank
 a2...
a2n+4k
 , rankA(D, ρ;X) = rank
 a2...
a2n+4k
 ,
which implies that
| rankA(D, ρ;X)− rankA(D, ρ;X)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣rank
 a2...
a2n+4k
− rank
 a2...
a2n+4k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣rank
 a2...
a2n+4k
− rank
 aˆ2...
aˆ2n+4k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1.
Consequently, if we can deform H1 into H2 by crossing changes at l crossings, then
for any Zm-flowed diagram (D1, ρ1) of H1, there exists a Zm-flowed diagram (D2, ρ2)
of H2 satisfying gcd ρ1 = gcd ρ2 and
|dimColX(D1, ρ1)− dimColX(D2, ρ2)| ≤ l
by Lemma 5.1.1. Therefore it follows that
max
ρ1∈Flow(D1;Zm)
min
ρ2∈Flow(D2;Zm)
gcd ρ1=gcd ρ2
| dimColX(D1, ρ1)− dimColX(D2, ρ2)| ≤ d(H1,H2).
By Proposition 5.1.2 and Theorem 5.3.1, the following corollary holds immedi-
ately.
Corollary 5.3.2. Let H be an S1-oriented handlebody-knot and let D be a diagram
of H. Let X = Zp[t±1]/(f(t)) which is a Zm-family of Alexander biquandles, where p
is a prime number, s ∈ Zp[t±1] and f(t) ∈ Zp[t±1] is an irreducible polynomial. Then
it follows that
max
ρ∈Flow(D;Zm)
dimColX(D, ρ)− 1 ≤ u(H).
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5.4 Examples
In this section, we give some examples. In Example 5.4.1, we give a handlebody-
knot with unknotting number 2, and in Remark 5.4.2, we note that it can not be
obtained by using Alexander quandle colorings with Z2,Z3-flows introduced in [26].
In Example 5.4.3, we give three handlebody-knots with unknotting number n for
any n ∈ Z>0. In Example 5.4.4, we give two handlebody-knots with their Gordian
distance n for any n ∈ Z>0.
Example 5.4.1. Let H be the handlebody-knot represented by the Z10-flowed dia-
gram (D, ρ) depicted in Figure 5.12. Then we show that u(H) = 2.
Let s = 1 ∈ Z3[t±1] and let f(t) = t4 + 2t3 + t2 + 2t + 1 ∈ Z3[t±1], which is an
irreducible polynomial. Then X := Z3[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z10-family of Alexander bi-
quandles. Then for any x, y, z ∈ X, the assignment of them to each semi-arc of (D, ρ)
as shown in Figure 5.12 is an X-coloring of (D, ρ), which implies dimColX(D, ρ) ≥ 3.
By Corollary 5.3.2, we obtain 2 ≤ u(H). On the other hand, we can deform H into
a trivial handlebody-knot by the crossing changes at two crossings surrounded by
dotted circles depicted in Figure 5.12. Therefore it follows that u(H) = 2.
Figure 5.12: A Z10-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of H.
Remark 5.4.2. We show that the result in Example 5.4.1 can not be obtained by
using Alexander quandle colorings with Z2,Z3-flows introduced in [26].
Let H be the handlebody-knot represented by the Zm-flowed diagram (D, ρ(a, b))
depicted in Figure 5.13 for any m = 2, 3 and a, b ∈ Zm. Let p be a prime number, s =
1 ∈ Zp[t±1], f(t) be an irreducible polynomial in Zp[t±1] and let X = Zp[t±1]/(f(t))
which is a Zm-family of Alexander (bi)quandles. We note that ColX(D, ρ(a, b)) is
generated by x, y, z ∈ X as shown in Figure 5.13 for any m = 2, 3 and a, b ∈ Zm. If
(a, b) = (1, 0), x, y and z need to satisfy the following relations:
(t2 − t+ 1)x− (t2 − t+ 1)y = 0,
− t(t2 − t+ 1)x+ t−1(t+ 1)(t− 1)(t2 − t+ 1)y + t−1(t2 − t+ 1)z = 0,
− t−1(t− 1)(t2 − t+ 1)x+ t−2(t2 − t− 1)(t2 − t+ 1)y + t−2(t2 − t+ 1)z = 0,
((t3 + t2 − 1)(t2 − t+ 1)− t)x− ((t3 + t2 − 1)(t2 − t+ 1)− t)z = 0,
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that is,
M
xy
z
 =

0
0
0
0
 ,
where
M =
 t
2 − t + 1 −(t2 − t + 1) 0
−t(t2 − t + 1) t−1(t + 1)(t− 1)(t2 − t + 1) t−1(t2 − t + 1)
−t−1(t− 1)(t2 − t + 1) t−2(t2 − t− 1)(t2 − t + 1) t−2(t2 − t + 1)
(t3 + t2 − 1)(t2 − t + 1)− t 0 −(t3 + t2 − 1)(t2 − t + 1) + t
.
These relations are obtained from crossings c1, c2, c3 and c4 as shown in Figure 5.13.
When t2 − t+ 1 ̸= 0 in X, it is clearly that rankM ≥ 1. When t2 − t+ 1 = 0 in X,
we have
M =

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
−t 0 t
 ,
which implies that rankM = 1. Hence we have dimColX(D, ρ(1, 0)) = 3− rankM ≤
2. Therefore we can not obtain 2 ≤ u(H).
We can prove the remaining cases in the same way.
Figure 5.13: A Zm-flowed diagram (D, ρ(a, b)) of H.
Example 5.4.3. Let An, Bn and Cn be the handlebody-knots represented by the
Z8-flowed diagram (DAn , ρAn), the Z24-flowed diagram (DBn , ρBn) and the Z8-flowed
diagram (DCn , ρCn) depicted in Figure 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 respectively for any n ∈
Z>0. Then we show that u(An) = u(Bn) = u(Cn) = n.
1. Let s = t+1 ∈ Z3[t±1] and let f(t) = t2+t+2 ∈ Z3[t±1], which is an irreducible
polynomial. Then X := Z3[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z8-family of Alexander biquandles.
Then for any x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X, the assignment of them to each semi-arc of
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(DAn , ρAn) as shown in Figure 5.14 is anX-coloring of (DAn , ρAn), which implies
dimColX(DAn , ρAn) ≥ n+1. By Corollary 5.3.2, we obtain n ≤ u(An). On the
other hand, we can deform An into a trivial handlebody-knot by the crossing
changes at n crossings surrounded by dotted circles depicted in Figure 5.14.
Therefore it follows that u(An) = n.
Figure 5.14: A Z8-flowed diagram (DAn , ρAn) of An.
2. Let s = t2 + 1 ∈ Z5[t±1] and let f(t) = t2 + 2t + 4 ∈ Z5[t±1], which is an
irreducible polynomial. Then X := Z5[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z24-family of Alexander
biquandles. Then for any x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X, the assignment of them to each
semi-arc of (DBn , ρBn) as shown in Figure 5.15 is an X-coloring of (DBn , ρBn),
which implies dimColX(DBn , ρBn) ≥ n + 1. By Corollary 5.3.2, we obtain
n ≤ u(Bn). On the other hand, we can deform Bn into a trivial handlebody-
knot by the crossing changes at n crossings surrounded by dotted circles depicted
in Figure 5.15. Therefore it follows that u(Bn) = n.
Figure 5.15: A Z24-flowed diagram (DBn , ρBn) of Bn.
3. Let s = 2t−1 ∈ Z3[t±1] and let f(t) = t2+t+2 ∈ Z3[t±1], which is an irreducible
polynomial. Then X := Z3[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z8-family of Alexander biquandles.
Then for any x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X, the assignment of them to each semi-arc of
(DCn , ρCn) as shown in Figure 5.16 is anX-coloring of (DCn , ρCn), which implies
dimColX(DCn , ρCn) ≥ n+1. By Corollary 5.3.2, we obtain n ≤ u(Cn). On the
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other hand, we can deform Cn into a trivial handlebody-knot by the crossing
changes at n crossings surrounded by dotted circles depicted in Figure 5.16.
Therefore it follows that u(Cn) = n.
Figure 5.16: A Z8-flowed diagram (DCn , ρCn) of Cn.
Example 5.4.4. Let Hn and H
′
n be the handlebody-knots represented by the Z3-
flowed diagrams (Dn, ρn) and (D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) respectively depicted in Figure 5.17 for
any n ∈ Z>0 and a, b ∈ Z3. Then we show that d(Hn,H ′n) = n.
Let s = 1 ∈ Z2[t±1] and let f(t) = t2 + t + 1 ∈ Z2[t±1], which is an irreducible
polynomial. Then X := Z2[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z3-family of Alexander (bi)quandles.
Then for any x0, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X, the assignment of them to each semi-
arc of (Dn, ρn) as shown in Figure 5.17 is an X-coloring of (Dn, ρn), which implies
dimColX(Dn, ρn) ≥ 2n+ 1.
On the other hand, we note that ColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) is generated by
x0, x1, x
′
1, . . . , xn, x
′
n, y1, y
′
1, . . . , yn, y
′
n ∈ X as shown in Figure 5.17 for any a, b ∈ Z3.
If (a, b) = (0, 0), it is easy to see that dimColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) = 1. If (a, b) =
(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2), we obtain that xi = x
′
i = yi = y
′
i for any i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
which implies dimColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) ≤ n+ 1. If (a, b) = (0, 1), (0, 2), we have
x0 = x1 = x2,
xi+2 = x
′
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2),
x′i =
{
xi ∗b y′i (i : odd),
xi ∗−b y′i (i : even),
xn = x
′
n−1,
yi = y
′
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Hence ColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) is generated by x0, y1, . . . , yn ∈ X, which implies
dimColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) ≤ n + 1. If (a, b) = (1, 0), (2, 0), in the same way as
when (a, b) = (0, 1), (0, 2), ColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) is generated by x0, x1, . . . xn ∈
X, which implies dimColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) ≤ n + 1. Hence for any a, b ∈ Z3,
dimColX(D
′
n, ρ
′
n(a, b)) ≤ n+ 1, which implies that
dimColX(Dn, ρn)− dimColX(D′n, ρ′n(a, b)) ≥ n.
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By Theorem 5.3.1, it follows that n ≤ d(Hn,H ′n).
Finally, we can deform H ′n into Hn by the crossing changes at n crossings
surrounded by dotted circles depicted in Figure 5.17. Therefore it follows that
d(Hn,H
′
n) = n.
Figure 5.17: Z3-flowed diagrams (Dn, ρn) and (D′n, ρ′n) of Hn and H ′n.
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Chapter 6
The tunnel number and the
cutting number with constituent
handlebody-knots
The tunnel number of a knot K in the 3-sphere S3 is defined to be the minimal
number of mutually disjoint arcs γ1, . . . , γt properly embedded in E(K) such that
E(K ∪ γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γt) becomes a handlebody, where E(·) denotes the exterior. We
call the collection of the arcs {γ1, . . . , γt} an unknotting tunnel system for K. The
study of the tunnel number of knots is closely related to that of hyperbolic structures,
Heegaard splittings and its Goeritz groups and so on of the exterior. Indeed, for a
knot K, each unknotting tunnel system {γ1, . . . , γt} of K provides a genus t Heegaard
splitting of E(K), and any genus t Heegaard splitting of E(K) is obtained in this
manner. In addition, many results concerning the additivity of tunnel number of knots
under connected sum are often obtained through discussions on Heegaard splittings
(for example, see [31, 36, 37, 38, 47, 50, etc.]). Moriah and Rubinstein [35] showed
that an evaluation formula of tunnel numbers is best possible by using arguments
from hyperbolic geometry. Cho and McCullough [3, 4, 5, 6] gave an effective method
for the study of unknotting tunnels of knots with tunnel number 1 through discussions
on Goeritz groups.
The definition of the tunnel number of knots is extended to that of handlebody-
knots in the same way. The study of the handlebody-knot theory is suitable for that
of unknotting tunnel systems since the operation of adding a “tunnel” has a closure
property in handlebody-knot theory, that is, a handlebody-knot and its unknotting
tunnel system {γ1, . . . , γt} can be realized as a sequence of t + 1 handlebody-knots.
Hence we can evaluate the tunnel number step by step through arguments from the
handlebody-knot theory. Actually, Ishii [14] gave a lower bound for the tunnel number
of handlebody-knots by using dihedral quandle colorings for handlebody-knots.
We may regard the tunnel number of a handlebody-knotH as the minimal number
of 2-handles that must be “removed” from E(H) such that it becomes a handlebody.
In this chapter, we introduce a geometric invariant for handlebody-knots, called the
cutting number, which is defined to be the minimal number of 2-handles that must
be “attached” to E(H) such that it becomes a handlebody. In this sense, the tunnel
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number and the cutting number are “dual” geometric invariants for handlebody-knots
which have finite values. In this chapter, for a handlebody-knot H, we define a con-
stituent handlebody-knot of H by a handlebody-knot obtained from H by removing
an open regular neighborhood of some meridian disks ofH. By introducing the notion
of constituent handlebody-knots, we can deal with the tunnel number and the cutting
number of handlebody-knots uniformly. In this chapter, we give necessary conditions
to be constituent handlebody-knots by using G-family of quandles colorings. We also
give lower bounds for the tunnel number, which is a generalization of Ishii’s result in
[14], and the cutting number of handlebody-knots.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 6.1, we introduce constituent
handlebody-knots, the tunnel number and the cutting number of handebody-knots.
In Section 6.2, we review a coloring for handlebody-knots by using a G-family of
quandles and introduce a notion of trivial coloring G-flows. In Section 6.3, we consider
module structures of coloring sets by G-families of Alexander quandles and give some
examples of such coloring sets. In Section 6.4, we provide necessary conditions to be
constituent handlebody-knots. Furthermore, as the corollaries, we give lower bounds
for the tunnel number and the cutting number of handlebody-knots. In Section 6.5,
we construct a family of handlebody-knots which do not contain a certain classical
knot as a constituent handlebody-knot. Moreover, we construct handlebody-knots
with arbitrary tunnel number and cutting number.
6.1 The tunnel number and the cutting number of
handlebody-knots
In this chapter, we denote by Og the S
1-oriented genus g trivial handlebody-knot.
Let H and H ′ be genus g and g′ (g′ < g) handlebody-knots respectively. We call
H ′ a constituent handlebody-knot of H, denoted H ′ < H, if there exists a meridian
disk system {∆1, . . . ,∆g} of H such that cl(H −
⋃g−g′
i=1 N(∆i))
∼= H ′, where N(·)
and cl(·) denote a regular neighborhood and the closure respectively. For a genus g
handlebody-knot H, a subset {∆1, . . . ,∆l} of a meridian disk system of H is called
a cutting system of H if cl(H −⋃li=1N(∆i)) is a handlebody standardly embedded
in S3, which means that the exterior is a handlebody. We note that the genus of the
handlebody may be 0. Then we define the cutting number cut(H) ofH by the minimal
number of the cardinalities of cutting systems of H. We note that cut(Og) = 0 for
any g. That is,
cut(H) :=
{
min{#Θ | Θ : a cutting system of H} (H ≇ Og),
0 (H ∼= Og).
By the definition, the following hold.
• cut(H) =
{
g −max{g′ | Og′ < H} (Og′ < H for some g′),
g (Og′ ̸< H for any g′).
• 0 ≤ cut(H) ≤ g．
• t(H) = min{i | H < Og+i},
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where t(H) is the tunnel number of H. The tunnel number of a handlebody-knot
H, which is a well-known geometric invariant for classical knots, is defined to be the
minimal number of mutually disjoint arcs γ1, . . . , γt properly embedded in E(H) such
that E(H ∪ γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γt) becomes a handlebody, where E(·) denotes the exterior.
In other words, the tunnel number is the minimal number of 2-handles that must be
removed from the exterior such that it becomes a handlebody. On the other hand,
the cutting number of a handlebody-knot is the minimal number of 2-handles that
must be attached to the exterior such that it becomes a handlebody. In this sense,
we can consider the cutting number of a handlebody-knot as a dual notion to the
tunnel number.
6.2 Trivial coloring G-flows
We remind a coloring for an S1-oriented handlebody-link by a G-family of quandles.
Let X be a G-family of quandles and let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed diagram of an S1-
oriented handlebody-link. An X-coloring of (D, ρ) is a map C : A(D, ρ) → X
satisfying the conditions depicted in Figure 6.1 at each crossing and vertex. An X-
coloring C is trivial if C is a constant map. We denote by ColX(D, ρ) the set of all
X-colorings of (D, ρ). It is easy to see that #ColX(D, ρ) ≥ #X.
Figure 6.1: A coloring of (D, ρ) by a G-family of quandles.
Let D be a diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link H. A G-flow ρ of H is
a trivial coloring G-flow if for any G-family of quandles X and C ∈ ColX(D, ρ), C
is a trivial X-coloring. We denote by Flowtrivial(H;G) the set of all trivial coloring
G-flows of H.
For any group G and S1-oriented handlebody-knot H, the constant map ρe :
pi1(S
3 −H)→ G sending into the identity element e is a trivial coloring G-flow of H
since for any G-family of quandles X and x, y ∈ X, it follows that x ∗e y = x.
We prove the following lemma we use in Section 6.4.
Lemma 6.2.1. For any group G, every G-flow of Og is a trivial coloring G-flow.
Proof. Let Og be the diagram of the handlebody-knot Og depicted in Figure 6.2,
where we note that we use the same symbol Og as the genus g trivial handlebody-
knot. Any G-flow ρ of Og is represented as in Figure 6.2, where ai ∈ G for any
i = 1, . . . , g and e is the identity element of G. Hence it is easy to see that for any
G-family of quandles X, every X-coloring of (Og, ρ) is trivial.
By Lemma 6.2.1, for any G-family of quandles X and ρ ∈ Flow(Og;G), we obtain
that #ColX(Og, ρ) = #X.
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Figure 6.2: A G-flow of Og.
6.3 Module structures of coloring sets by G-families of
Alexander quandles
Let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link and let X be
a G-family of Alexander quandles as a right R[G]-module for some ring R. Then
ColX(D, ρ) is a right R-module with the action (C · r)(x) = C(x)r and the addition
(C + C ′)(x) = C(x) + C ′(x) for any C,C ′ ∈ ColX(D, ρ), x ∈ A(D, ρ) and r ∈ R.
In this section, we consider the module structures of coloring sets by G-families of
Alexander quandles.
Let R and R′ be rings. We denote by M(m,n;R) the set of m × n matrices
over R and set M(n;R) := M(n, n;R). We denote by GL(n;R) the set of n × n
invertible matrices over R. We can regard a matrix in M(m,n;M(k, l;R)) as a
matrix in M(km, ln;R). We call it a flat matrix. For any (ai,j) ∈ M(m,n;R) and
map f : R→ R′, we define f((ai,j)) = (f(ai,j)) ∈M(m,n;R′).
Let R be a commutative ring, G be a group and let X be a right R[G]-module.
Then X is also an R-module. We assume that X is a finitely generated free R-module,
that is, X is isomorphic to Rd for some d ∈ Z≥0. Let A = (ai,j) ∈ M(n,m;R[G])
and let fA : X
n → Xm be an R-homomorphism defined by fA((x1, . . . , xn)) =
(x1, . . . , xn)A, where (x1, . . . , xn)A means (
∑n
i=1 xiai,1, . . . ,
∑n
i=1 xiai,m).
An action of G onX is a group homomorphism η : G→ AutR-Mod(X) ∼= GL(d;R),
where R-Mod is the category of R-modules, and AutR-Mod(X) is the automorphism
group of X. Then η induces η˜ : R[G]→M(d;R) satisfying the commutative diagram
G
η // _
inclusion

AutR-Mod(X) ∼= GL(d;R) 
 inclusion /M(d;R)
R[G]
η˜
22dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
.
That is, for any (r1, . . . , rd) ∈ Rd and
∑
g∈G rgg ∈ R[G],
(r1, . . . , rd) ·
∑
g∈G
rgg = (r1, . . . , rd)
∑
g∈G
rgη(g) = (r1, . . . , rd)η˜(
∑
g∈G
rgg).
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Then it follows that
Ker fA = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn|(x1, . . . , xn)A = 0}
∼=
{
((r1,1, . . . , r1,d), . . . , (rn,1, . . . , rn,d)) ∈ (Rd)n
∣∣∣
((r1,1, . . . , r1,d), . . . , (rn,1, . . . , rn,d))η˜(A) = 0}
∼=
{
(r1,1, . . . , rn,d) ∈ Rdn
∣∣∣(r1,1, . . . , rn,d)η˜(A) = 0} ,
where η˜(A) ∈ M(n,m;M(d;R)), and we regard η˜(A) as the flat matrix in
M(dn, dm;R) in the last line. Therefore when R is a field F , it follows that Ker fA
is a vector subspace of Xn over F , and dimF Ker fA = dn− rank η˜(A). In particular,
if X is an extension field of F , the map fA is also an X-linear map, and Ker fA is
a vector subspace of Xn over X. An action of G on X is a group homomorphism
ζ : G → AutX-Vect(X) ∼= X, where X-Vect is the category of vector spaces over X.
Then ζ induces ζ˜ : F [G]→ X satisfying the commutative diagram
G
ζ // _
inclusion

AutX-Vect(X) ∼= X
F [G]
ζ˜
77nnnnnnnnnnnn
.
That is, for any x ∈ X and ∑g∈G kgg ∈ F [G],
x ·
∑
g∈G
kgg = x
∑
g∈G
kgζ(g) = xζ˜(
∑
g∈G
kgg).
Then it follows that
Ker fA = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn|(x1, . . . , xn)A = 0}
∼=
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn
∣∣∣(x1, . . . , xn)ζ˜(A) = 0} ,
where ζ˜(A) ∈ M(n,m;X). Therefore it follows that dimX Ker fA = n − rank ζ˜(A)
and d · dimX Ker fA = dimF Ker fA.
In this chapter, we assume that every component of a diagram of any S1-oriented
handlebody-link has a crossing at least 1. Let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed diagram of an
S1-oriented handlebody-link and let X be a G-family of Alexander quandles as a
right R[G]-module for some ring R. We put C(D, ρ) = {c1, . . . , cn1} and V (D, ρ) =
{τ1, . . . , τ2n2}, where C(D, ρ) and V (D, ρ) are the set of all crossings of (D, ρ) and the
one of all vertices of (D, ρ) respectively, and the sign of τi is 1 for any i = 1, . . . , n2
and −1 for any i = n2 + 1, . . . , 2n2. Put n := n1 + 3n2. We denote by xi each arc
of (D, ρ) as shown in Figure 6.3, which implies A(D, ρ) = {x1, . . . , xn}. We denote
by ui, vi, wi, αi, βi and γi the arcs incident to a crossing ci or a vertex τi as shown in
Figure 6.4.
For any arcs x, x′ ∈ A(D, ρ), we put
δ(x, x′) :=
{
1 (x = x′),
0 (x ̸= x′).
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Figure 6.3: Arcs.
Figure 6.4: Notations.
Then we define a matrix A(D, ρ;X) = (ai,j) ∈M(n1 + 4n2, n;R[G]) by
ai,j =

δ(ui, xj)ρ(vi) + δ(vi, xj)(e− ρ(vi))− δ(wi, xj) (1 ≤ i ≤ n1),
δ(αi−n1 , xj)− δ(γi−n1 , xj) (n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + 2n2),
δ(βi−n1−2n2 , xj)− δ(γi−n1−2n2 , xj) (n1 + 2n2 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + 4n2).
We note that A(D, ρ;X) is determined up to permuting of rows and columns of the
matrix. Then we can identify ColX(D, ρ) with the right R-module{
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Xn
∣∣(z1, . . . , zn)A(D, ρ;X)T = 0}
with the action (z1, . . . , zn)r = (z1r, . . . , znr) for any (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ ColX(D, ρ) and
r ∈ R, where A(D, ρ;X)T is the transposed matrix of A(D, ρ;X). Hence if R is
a commutative ring and X ∼= Rd as R-modules for some d ∈ Z≥0, it follows that
ColX(D, ρ) ∼= Ker fA(D,ρ;X)T , where we remind that fA(D,ρ;X)T : Xn → Xn1+4n2 is
an R-homomorphism defined by fA(D,ρ;X)T (z1, . . . , zn) = (z1, . . . , zn)A(D, ρ;X)
T .
For example, let (E,ψ) be the G-flowed diagram of the handlebody-knot depicted
in Figure 6.5. Then for a G-family of Alexander quandles X as a right R[G]-module,
we have
A(E,ψ;X) =

b 0 e− b 0 −1
e− a a −1 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 1 0
−1 0 0 0 1
 ∈M(6, 5;R[G])
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and
ColX(E,ψ) ∼=
{
(z1, . . . , z5) ∈ X5
∣∣(z1, . . . , z5)A(E,ψ;X)T = 0} .
Figure 6.5: A G-flowed diagram (E,ψ).
Example 6.3.1. Let X be an Alexander quandle as an R[t±1]-module for some
commutative ring R and put k := typeX. Then X is an R[Zk]-module with x·ti = xti
for any x ∈ X and ti ∈ Zk, where we regard Zk as 〈t | tk〉. Hence X is a Zk-family
of Alexander quandles. Therefore for a Zk-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link, ColX(D, ρ) is an R-module. When R is a field F and X ∼= F d as
vector spaces over F for some d ∈ Z≥0, it follows that ColX(D, ρ) is a vector space
over F , and dimF ColX(D, ρ) = dn − rank η˜(A(D, ρ;X)), where n = #A(D, ρ). In
particular, if X is an extension field of F , it follows that ColX(D, ρ) is also a vector
space over X, and dimX ColX(D, ρ) = n− rank ζ˜(A(D, ρ;X)).
Example 6.3.2. Let R be a ring, X = Rd and G = GL(d;R) for some d ∈ Z≥0.
ThenX is a right R[G]-module with (r1, . . . , rd)·(ai,j) = (
∑d
i=1 riai,1, . . . ,
∑d
i=1 riai,d)
for any (r1, . . . , rd) ∈ X and (ai,j) ∈ G. Hence X is a G-family of Alexander quan-
dles. Therefore for a G-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of an S1-oriented handlebody-link,
ColX(D, ρ) is a right R-module. When R is a field F , it follows that ColX(D, ρ)
is a vector space over F , and dimF ColX(D, ρ) = dn − rank η˜(A(D, ρ;X)), where
n = #A(D, ρ).
6.4 Results
In this section, we provide essential conditions to be constituent handlebody-knots
by using colorings by G-families of quandles. Furthermore, as the corollaries, we give
lower bounds for the tunnel number and the cutting number of handlebody-knots.
Theorem 6.4.1. Let H and H ′ be S1-oriented genus g and g′ (g′ < g) handlebody-
knots and D and D′ be their diagrams respectively. Let ρ′ ∈ Flow(H ′, G) and X be a
G-family of Alexander quandles as a right F [G]-module for some field F , where X ∼=
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F d as vector spaces over F for some d ∈ Z≥0. If H ′ < H, there exists ρ ∈ Flow(H;G)
such that Im ρ = Im ρ′ and
dimF ColX(D
′, ρ′)− dimF ColX(D, ρ) ≤ d(g − g′).
Proof. Assume that H ′ < H and put m := g − g′. There exist S1-oriented
handlebody-knots H0,H1, . . . , Hm such that H0 = H
′, Hm = H, Hi < Hi+1 for
any i = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1, and the genus of Hi is g′ + i for any i = 0, 1, . . . ,m. For
any ρi ∈ Flow(Hi;G), the handlebody-knots Hi and Hi+1 respectively have G-flowed
diagrams (Di, ρi) and (Di+1, ρi+1) which are identical except in the neighborhood
of a point where they differ as shown in Figure 6.6. Here we may assume that the
two arcs of (Di, ρi) in the left of Figure 6.6 are x1 and x2 (x1 ̸= x2), where we put
A(Di, ρi) = {x1, . . . , xn}. It is easy to see that Im ρi = Im ρi+1. Then we have
ColX(Di, ρi) ∼=
{
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Xn
∣∣(z1, . . . , zn)A(Di, ρi;X)T = 0}
as vector spaces over F . Since the coloring set ColX(Di+1, ρi+1) is obtained from
ColX(Di, ρi) by adding one relation z1 = z2, we have
ColX(Di+1, ρi+1) ∼=
{
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Xn
∣∣(z1, . . . , zn)A(Di, ρi;X)T = 0, z1 = z2}
∼=
{
(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Xn
∣∣∣∣∣(z1, . . . , zn)
(
A(Di, ρi;X)
a
)T
= 0
}
as vector spaces over F , where a = (e,−e, 0, . . . , 0). We note that η˜(e) is the d × d
identity matrix. Therefore it follows that
0 ≤ rank η˜(
(
A(Di, ρi;X)
a
)T
)− rank η˜(A(Di, ρi;X)T ) ≤ d
as flat matrices. Therefore we obtain that
0 ≤ dimF ColX(Di, ρi)− dimF ColX(Di+1, ρi+1) ≤ d.
Consequently, for any ρ′ ∈ Flow(H ′, G), there exists ρ ∈ Flow(H;G) such that
Im ρ = Im ρ′ and dimF ColX(D′, ρ′)− dimF ColX(D, ρ) ≤ dm = d(g − g′).
Figure 6.6: Adding an arc.
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Theorem 6.4.2. Let H and H ′ be S1-oriented genus g and g′ (g′ < g) handlebody-
knots respectively and let G be a group. If H ′ < H, it follows that
#Flowtrivial(H
′;G) ≤ #Flowtrivial(H;G).
Proof. Assume that H ′ < H and put m := g − g′. There exist S1-oriented
handlebody-knots H0,H1, . . . , Hm such that H0 = H
′, Hm = H, Hi < Hi+1 for
any i = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1, and the genus of Hi is g′ + i for any i = 0, 1, . . . ,m. For any
ρi ∈ Flowtrivial(Hi;G), the handlebody-knots Hi and Hi+1 respectively have a trivial
coloring G-flowed diagram (Di, ρi) and a G-flowed diagram (Di+1, ρi+1) which are
identical except in the neighborhood of a point where they differ as shown in Figure
6.6. Assume that ρi+1 is not a trivial coloring G-flow of Hi+1, which means that
there exists a G-family of quandles X and a non-trivial X-coloring C of (Di+1, ρi+1).
Then C induces a non-trivial X-coloring of (Di, ρi), that is, the X-coloring of (Di, ρi)
obtained from C by ignoring the arc we added as shown in Figure 6.6 is not trivial.
This contradicts to ρi ∈ Flowtrivial(Hi;G). Hence ρi+1 is a trivial coloring G-flow of
Hi+1, which implies that #Flowtrivial(Hi;G) ≤ #Flowtrivial(Hi+1;G). Consequently,
we obtain that #Flowtrivial(H
′;G) ≤ #Flowtrivial(H;G).
By Theorems 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, we have the following corollaries concerning evalu-
ations of the tunnel number and the cutting number of handlebody-knots.
Corollary 6.4.3. Let H be an S1-oriented handlebody-knot and (D, ρ) be a G-flowed
diagram of H. Let X be a G-family of Alexander quandles as a right F [G]-module
for some field F , where X ∼= F d as vector spaces over F for some d ∈ Z≥0. Then it
follows that
dimF ColX(D, ρ)
d
− 1 ≤ t(H).
Proof. Put m := t(H), which implies that H < Og+m. Let (Og, ρ0) be a G-flowed
diagram of Og, where we note that we use the same symbol Og as the genus g trivial
handlebody-knot. By Lemma 6.2.1, we have dimF ColX(Og, ρo) = d. By Theorem
6.4.1, we obtain that dimF ColX(D, ρ)− d ≤ dm, which completes the proof.
Corollary 6.4.4. Let H be an S1-oriented genus g handlebody-knot and let G be a
group. Then it follows that
g − log|G|#Flowtrivial(H;G) ≤ cut(H).
Proof. Put m := cut(H) and suppose m < g. Then we have Og−m < H. By
Lemma 6.2.1, we have Flowtrivial(Og−m;G) = Flow(Og−m;G) = |G|g−m. Therefore,
by Theorem 6.4.2, it follows that |G|g−m ≤ #Flowtrivial(H;G), which implies that
g − log|G|#Flowtrivial(H;G) ≤ m. When m = g, we immediately obtain that g −
log|G|#Flowtrivial(H;G) ≤ m. This completes the proof.
6.5 Examples
In this section, we give some examples. In Example 6.5.1, we construct a family of
handlebody-knots which do not contain a certain knot as a constituent handlebody-
knot. In Example 6.5.2, we give a family of genus g handlebody-knots with tunnel
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number gn for any g ∈ Z>0 and n ∈ Z≥0. In Example 6.5.3, we give a family of genus
g handlebody-knots with cutting number g for any g ∈ Z≥2.
Example 6.5.1. LetK andHn be respectively the knot and the genus 2 handlebody-
knot represented by the Z2-flowed diagrams (D, ρ) and (Dn, ρn(a, b)) depicted in
Figure 6.7 for any n ∈ Z≥0 and a, b ∈ Z2. We note that K is the knot 818 in Rolfsen’s
knot table [46], and H1 is the genus 2 handlebody-knot 54 in the table given in [21].
Let X be the Alexander quandle Z3[t±1]/(t + 1), which is isomorphic to the field
Z3. Since typeX = 2, X is the Z2-family of Alexander quandles. Then for any
z1, z2, z3 ∈ X, the assignment of them to each arc of (D, ρ) as shown in Figure 6.7
is an X-coloring of (D, ρ), which implies that dimZ3 ColX(D, ρ) ≥ 3. On the other
hand, we can easily see that for any n ∈ Z≥0 and a, b ∈ Z2, each X-coloring of
(Dn, ρn(a, b)) is trivial, which implies that dimZ3 ColX(Dn, ρn(a, b)) = 1. Hence we
have dimZ3 ColX(D, ρ)−dimZ3 ColX(Dn, ρn(a, b)) ≥ 2 for any n ∈ Z≥0 and a, b ∈ Z2.
Therefore we obtain that K ̸< Hn for any n ∈ Z≥0 by Theorem 6.4.1.
Figure 6.7: Z2-flowed diagrams (D, ρ) and (Dn, ρn(a, b)) of K and Hn respectively.
Example 6.5.2. Let Hg,n be the S
1-oriented genus g handlebody-knot represented
by the Z3-flowed diagram (Dg,n, ρg,n) depicted in Figure 6.8 for any g ∈ Z>0 and
n ∈ Z≥0. Let X be the Alexander quandle Z2[t±1]/(t2+ t+1), which is an extension
field of Z2 and isomorphic to (Z2)2 as vector spaces over Z2. Since typeX = 3, X is
the Z3-family of Alexander quandles. Then for any z0, zi,j ∈ X (1 ≤ i ≤ g, 1 ≤ j ≤ n),
the assignment of them to each arc of (Dg,n, ρg,n) as shown in Figure 6.8 is an X-
coloring of (Dg,n, ρg,n), which implies that
dimZ2 ColX(Dg,n, ρg,n) = 2 dimX ColX(Dg,n, ρg,n) ≥ 2(gn+ 1).
Hence it follows that gn ≤ t(Hg,n) by Corollary 6.4.3. On the other hand, the set of
gn arcs drawn by a dotted line in Figure 6.8 is an unknotting tunnel system for Hg,n.
Therefore we obtain that t(Hg,n) = gn for any g ∈ Z>0 and n ∈ Z≥0.
Example 6.5.3. For any g ≥ 2 and l1, . . . , lg ∈ 2Z, let Hl1,...,lg be the genus g
handlebody-knot represented by the spatial graph Γl1,...,lg , which is a graph em-
bedded in S3, with a g-valent vertex vg depicted in Figure 6.9, which means that
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Figure 6.8: A Z3-flowed diagram (Dg,n, ρg,n) of Hg,n.
Hl1,...,lg is a regular neighborhood of Γl1,...,lg . Hl1,...,lg has the Z2-flowed diagram
(Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)) depicted in Figure 6.10 for any ai ∈ Z2. We note that
Flow(Hl1,...,lg ;Z2) = {ρ(a1, . . . , ag) | ai ∈ Z2}. Let X be the Alexander quandle
Z3[t±1]/(t + 1), which is isomorphic to the field Z3. Since typeX = 2, X is the Z2-
family of Alexander quandles. Suppose that (a1, . . . , ag) ̸= (0, . . . , 0). Since Γl1,...,lg
has a g-fold rotational symmetry to vg, we may assume that a1 = 1. First, if l1 = 4l
for some l ∈ Z, we have the non-trivial X-coloring of (Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)) depicted
in the top of Figure 6.11. Next, if l1 = 4l + 2 for some l ∈ Z and a2 = 0, we have
the non-trivial X-coloring of (Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)) depicted in the middle of Figure
6.11. Finally, if l1 = 4l + 2 for some l ∈ Z and a2 = 1, we have the non-trivial
X-coloring of (Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)) depicted in the bottom of Figure 6.11. Hence
we have Flowtrivial(Hl1,...,lg ;Z2) = {ρ(0, . . . , 0)}, that is, #Flowtrivial(Hl1,...,lg ;Z2) = 1.
Therefore, we obtain that g ≤ cut(Hl1,...,lg), which implies that cut(Hl1,...,lg) = g for
any g ≥ 2 and l1, . . . , lg ∈ 2Z by Corollary 6.4.4.
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Figure 6.9: A spatial graph Γl1,...,lg .
Figure 6.10: A Z2-flowed diagram (Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)) of Hl1,...,lg .
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Figure 6.11: Non-trivial X-colorings of (Dl1,...,lg , ρ(a1, . . . , ag)).
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Chapter 7
A relationship between multiple
conjugation quandle/biquandle
colorings
A quandle [27, 34] is an algebraic system whose axioms are derived from the Reide-
meister moves on oriented link diagrams, and a biquandle [9, 10, 30] is a generalization
of a quandle. The two algebraic systems yield many invariants for not only classical
links but also surface links, virtual links and so on. In particular, some invariants
obtained from biquandles are stronger than those obtained from quandles for virtual
links [29]. On the other hand, as a corollary of [48], it follows that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the set of biquandle colorings and that of quandle colorings
for any classical links, where in the proof of the statement, any classical link need be
represented by a closed braid diagram.
Recently, Ishikawa [24] constructed a left adjoint functor B of a functor Q from
the category of biquandles to that of quandles which is defined in [2]. By using B, he
proved that we can reconstruct a fundamental biquandle from a fundamental quandle,
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of biquandle colorings and
that of quandle colorings for any classical and surface links, where in the statement,
we can choose any diagram for classical and surface links. Here we note that any left
adjoint functor of the functorQ from the category of MCBs to that of MCQs, which we
will define in Section 7.2, has not been defined yet. Furthermore, Ishikawa and Tanaka
[25] explained the one-to-one correspondence proved in [24] diagrammatically and
concretely for classical and surface links. On the other hand, for handlebody-links,
although MCB colorings require more calculation than MCQ colorings in general,
it has not been known whether an invariant obtained from MCB colorings is more
effective than one obtained from MCQ colorings.
In this chapter, we partially extend the result in [24, 25] to MCQ and MCB color-
ings for handlebody-links and spatial trivalent graphs. Concretely, we show that for
any handlebody-links and spatial trivalent graphs, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the set of MCB colorings and that of MCQ colorings diagrammatically.
We also show that the set of G-family of Aleander biquandles colorings is isomorphic
to that of G-family of Alexander quandles colorings as modules.
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This chapter is organized into three sections. In Section 7.1, we recall basic
notions and facts about quandles and biquandles. In Section 7.2, we define a functor
Q from the category of MCBs to that of MCQs and show that for any MCB X, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of X-colorings and that of Q(X)-
colorings diagrammatically for any handlebody-link and spatial trivalent graph. In
Section 7.3, we discuss the similar correspondence between the sets of colorings by
using a G-family of quandles and a G-family of biquandles.
7.1 A relationship between quandle/biquandle colorings
For any biquandle (X, ∗, ∗), we have a quandle (X, ∗), denoted by Q(X), by defining
x ∗ y = x ∗ y ∗−1 y for any x, y ∈ X [2]. This gives a one-to-one correspondence
between the set of X-colorings and that of Q(X)-colorings for any classical link [48]
and surface link [24, 25].
For any Alexander biquandle X, which is an R[s±1, t±1]-module for some com-
mutative ring R, Q(X) is the Alexander quandle, which is the R[(s−1t)±1]-module.
That is, for any x, y ∈ Q(X), it follows that x ∗ y = s−1tx+ (1− s−1t)y.
Proposition 7.1.1. For any Alexander biquandle X which is of finite type, typeX
is divisible by typeQ(X).
Proof. Put m = typeX and m′ = typeQ(X). Then it follows that x ∗[m] y =
tmx + (sm − tm)y = x and x ∗[m] y = smx = x for any x, y ∈ X. Hence we have
sm = tm = 1, that is, x ∗m y = s−mtmx + (1 − s−mtm)y = x for any x, y ∈ Q(X).
Therefore we have m′ ≤ m. We assume that m = m′l1 + l2 for some l1, l2 ∈ Z≥0
such that 0 < l2 < m
′. Then we have x ∗m y = s−l2tl2x + (1 − s−l2tl2)y = x, which
contradicts to m′ = typeQ(X). Therefore we obtain m = m′l1 for some l1 ∈ Z≥0.
Here we see two examples. Let X be the Alexander biquandle Z[s±1, t±1]/(s− t).
Then we have typeX = ∞ and typeQ(X) = 1. Next, let X be the Alexander
biquandle Z[s±1, t±1]/(s+ t, t4 − 1). Then we have typeX = 4 and typeQ(X) = 2.
7.2 A relationship between MCQ/MCB colorings
In this section, we define a functor Q from the category of MCBs to that of MCQs,
where we note that we use the same symbol Q as the above functor from the category
of biquandles to that of quandles. We prove that for any MCB X, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the set of X-colorings and that of Q(X)-colorings for
any S1-oriented handlebody-link.
We denote by MCQ (resp. MCB) the category of MCQs (resp. MCBs), whose
objects are MCQs (resp. MCBs) and whose morphisms are MCQ homomorphisms
(resp. MCB homomorphisms).
Definition 7.2.1. We define a functor Q from MCB to MCQ by Q((X, ∗, ∗)) =
(X, ∗) with x ∗ y = x ∗ y ∗−1 y for any MCB (X, ∗, ∗) and Q(φ) = φ for any MCB
homomorphism φ.
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In the following, we see that the functor Q is well-defined.
Proposition 7.2.2. The functor Q : MCB→ MCQ is well-defined.
Proof. Let X =
⊔
λ∈ΛGλ be an MCB. At first, since a
−1b ∗ a = ba−1 ∗ a for any
a, b ∈ Gλ, we have a ∗ b = a ∗ b ∗−1 b = b−1ab. Second, for any x ∈ X and a, b ∈ Gλ,
x ∗−1 ab = x ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b since
x ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b ∗ ab = x ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b ∗ b(a ∗ b ∗−1 b)
= (x ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b ∗ b) ∗ (a ∗ b ∗−1 b ∗ b)
= x ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗ (a ∗ b)
= x.
Hence we have
x ∗ ab = x ∗ ab ∗−1 ab
= (x ∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ a) ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b
= ((x ∗ a ∗−1 a) ∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ a) ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b
= ((x ∗ a ∗−1 a) ∗ b) ∗ (a ∗ b) ∗−1 (a ∗ b) ∗−1 b
= x ∗ a ∗−1 a ∗ b ∗−1 b
= (x ∗ a) ∗ b.
Furthermore, we can easily check that x ∗ eλ = x. Third, for any x, y, z ∈ X, we
obtain (x ∗ y) ∗ z = (x ∗ z) ∗ (y ∗ z) since Q(X) is a quandle [2]. Finally, for any x ∈ X
and a, b ∈ Gλ,
ab ∗ x = ab ∗ x ∗−1 x
= (a ∗ x ∗−1 x)(b ∗ x ∗−1 x)
= (a ∗ x)(b ∗ x)
since ∗x : Ga → Ga∗x and ∗x : Ga → Ga∗x are group homomorphisms. Therefore
Q(X) is an MCQ.
On the other hand, for any MCB homomorphism φ : X → Y and x, y ∈ X, we
have
Q(φ)(x ∗ y) = φ(x ∗ y)
= φ(x ∗ y ∗−1 y)
= φ(x) ∗ φ(y) ∗−1 φ(y)
= φ(x) ∗ φ(y)
= Q(φ)(x) ∗ Q(φ)(y).
Hence Q(φ) is an MCQ homomorphism from Q(X) to Q(Y ). Furthermore it is clear
that Q(idX) = idQ(X) and Q(ψ ◦ φ) = Q(ψ) ◦ Q(φ). This completes the proof.
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For an S1-oriented handlebody-link H, the reverse of H, denoted −H, is obtained
by reversing the orientations of all genus 1 components, and the reflection of H,
denoted H∗, is the image of H under an orientation-reversing self-homeomorphism
of S3. A split handlebody-link is a handlebody-link whose exterior is reducible. For
any handlebody-links H1 and H2, we denote by H1 ⊔ H2 the split handlebody-link
H such that there exists a 2-sphere in S3 −H separating S3 into two 3-balls, each of
which contains only H1 and H2 respectively.
Let D and D′ be diagrams of S1-oriented handlebody-links H and H ′ respectively.
In the following, we define diagrams −D,Dv, Dh, D ⊔D′ and W (D) (see Figure 7.1).
We denote by −D and Dv the diagrams of −H and H∗ obtained from D by reversing
the orientations of all (semi)-arcs and switching all crossings respectively. We can
regard that D is depicted in an xy-plane. Let ι be the involution (x, y) 7→ (−x, y).
Then we define the diagram Dh of H∗ by Dh = ι(D). We regard ι as the map from
A(D) to A(Dh) (or SA(D) to SA(Dh)).
An S1-oriented handlebody-link diagram in S2 is a split diagram if there is a loop
in the exterior of the diagram separating S2 into two disks each containing part of it.
We denote by D⊔D′ the split diagram of H⊔H ′ such that D and D′ represent H and
H ′ respectively. We denote byW (D) the diagram of the S1-oriented handlebody-link
H ⊔−H∗ obtained from D ⊔−Dv by sliding −Dv under D and shifting it slightly to
the normal orientations of all (semi-)arcs of D.
Figure 7.1: Diagrams D,−D,Dv, Dh and W (D).
Let X be an MCB. We note here that SA(−D) = SA(D). For any C ∈ ColX(D),
we define C∗ ∈ ColX(−Dh) by C∗ = C ◦ ι as shown in Figure 7.2, where each xi is
an element of X. We note that the X-coloring C∗ is shown in Figure 7.3 at each
crossing and vertex. We define C ⊔ C∗ ∈ ColX(D ⊔ −Dh) by (C ⊔ C∗)|SA(D) = C
and (C ⊔ C∗)|SA(−Dh) = C∗. We set Col⊔X(D ⊔ −Dh) := {C ⊔ C∗ | C ∈ ColX(D)}.
We denote by ColWX (W (D)) the set of X-colorings of W (D) satisfying the conditions
depicted in Figure 7.4 at each crossing and vertex.
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Figure 7.2: X-colorings C and C∗.
Figure 7.3: The well-definedness of C∗ ∈ ColX(−Dh).
Figure 7.4: The coloring conditions of ColWX (W (D)).
Lemma 7.2.3. Let X be an MCB. For the X-coloring depicted in Figure 7.5, where
xi, x
′
i, yi, y
′
i, zi, z
′
i, wi and w
′
i are elements of X for any i, it follows that (x1, . . . , xl) =
(x′1, . . . , x′l) if and only if (y1, . . . , yl) = (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
l).
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Figure 7.5:
Proof. We give the proof by induction on l. When l = 1, the statement holds imme-
diately. Assume that the statement is proved for l − 1. Suppose that (x1, . . . , xl) =
(x′1, . . . , x′l). Then we have zi = z
′
i, yl = y
′
l and wi = w
′
i for any i = 1, . . . , l − 1
(see Figure 7.5). Hence we obtain the X-coloring depicted in Figure 7.6 from the X-
coloring depicted in Figure 7.5. Therefore we have (y1, . . . , yl−1) = (y′1, . . . , y′l−1)
by the assumption. Consequently, it follows that (y1, . . . , yl) = (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
l). In
the same way, if we suppose that (y1, . . . , yl) = (y
′
1, . . . , y
′
l), then it follows that
(x1, . . . , xl) = (x
′
1, . . . , x
′
l), where we also have zi = z
′
i and wi = w
′
i for any
i = 1, . . . , l − 1.
Figure 7.6:
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Theorem 7.2.4. Let X be an MCB and let D be a diagram of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between ColX(D) and
ColQ(X)(D).
Proof. By [40], any S1-oriented handlebody-link can be represented by
cl(bindm1,...,msn1,...,ns (b0)), where b0 is a classical l-braid diagram and mi, ni ∈ Z>0, and
we can deform it into cl(b), where b is the trivalent braid diagram as shown in Figure
7.7. Then we may assume that D has the resulting form cl(b). Here we note that any
MCQ(MCB)-coloring of D is determined by the colors of all (semi-)arcs incident to
the top endpoints of the trivalent braid diagram b.
First, for any C1 ∈ ColQ(X)(D), we denote by ψX1 (C1) the X-coloring of W (D)
depicted in Figure 7.8. Then ψX1 is a bijective map from ColQ(X)(D) to Col
W
X (W (D)).
Second, we can deform W (D) into D ⊔ −Dh by Reidemeister moves as shown in
Figure 7.9. By Proposition 3.4.1 and Lemma 7.2.3, we obtain a bijective map ψX2
from ColWX (W (D)) to Col
⊔
X(D ⊔ −Dh) as shown in Figure 7.9, where xi and yi are
elements in X. Finally, we define a map ψX3 from Col
⊔
X(D ⊔ −Dh) to ColX(D) by
ψX3 (C3⊔C∗3 ) = C3, which is bijective obviously. Therefore ψX3 ◦ψX2 ◦ψX1 is a bijective
map from ColQ(X)(D) to ColX(D).
Figure 7.7: A closed trivalent braid diagram.
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Figure 7.8: The map ψX1 : ColQ(X)(D)→ ColWX (W (D)).
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Figure 7.9: The deformation from W (D) to D ⊔ −Dh.
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7.3 A relationship between G-family of quan-
dles/biquandles colorings
In this section, we show that there is the similar correspondence between G-family of
quandles and G-family of biquandles colorings to between MCQ and MCB colorings.
Let (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) be a G-family of biquandles. For any x, y ∈ X and
g ∈ G, it follows that
(x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) = x ∗e y = x
and
x ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗g y = {x ∗g−1 (y ∗g y)} ∗g {(y ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y)}
= x ∗e (y ∗g y)
= x.
Hence the map ∗gy : X → X, which sends x into x∗gy, is a bijection and (∗gy)−1(x) =
x∗g−1 (y∗gy). Similarly, the map ∗gy : X → X, which sends x into x∗gy, is a bijection
and (∗gy)−1(x) = x ∗g−1 (y ∗g y). Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 7.3.1. Let (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) be a G-family of biquandles. Then
(X, {∗g}g∈G) is a G-family of quandles by defining x ∗g y = (x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y).
Proof. • For any x ∈ X and g ∈ G,
x ∗g x = (x ∗g x) ∗g−1 (x ∗g x) = (x ∗g x) ∗g−1 (x ∗g x) = x ∗e x = x.
• For any x, y ∈ X, g, h ∈ G,
x ∗gh y ∗g y ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y ∗h−1g−1 (y ∗gh y) ∗g y ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y ∗h−1 (y ∗gh y) ∗g−1 {(y ∗gh y) ∗h−1 (y ∗gh y)} ∗g y ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y ∗h−1 (y ∗gh y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗g y ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y ∗h−1 (y ∗gh y) ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y ∗h−1 {(y ∗g y) ∗h (y ∗g y)} ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y.
On the other hand,
(x ∗g y) ∗h y ∗g y ∗h (y ∗g y)
= {x ∗g y ∗h y ∗h−1 (y ∗h y) ∗g y} ∗h (y ∗g y)
= {x ∗g y ∗h y ∗h−1 (y ∗h y) ∗h y} ∗h−1gh (y ∗h y)
= (x ∗g y ∗h y) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h y)
= {(x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗g y} ∗h (y ∗g y)
= (x ∗g y) ∗h (y ∗g y)
= x ∗gh y.
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Therefore we have x ∗gh y = (x ∗g y) ∗h y. we can easily check that x ∗e y = x
for any x, y ∈ X.
• For any x, y, z ∈ X, g, h ∈ G and α = (y ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z),
(x ∗g y) ∗h z ∗h−1gh α ∗h−1g−1hgh (z ∗h−1gh α)
= {((x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗h z ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h−1gh α} ∗h−1g−1hgh (z ∗h−1gh α)
= {((x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗h z ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h z} ∗h−1gh (α ∗h z)
= {(x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗h z} ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z)
= {(x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y) ∗g y} ∗h (z ∗g y)
= (x ∗g y) ∗h (z ∗g y).
On the other hand,
(x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z) ∗h−1gh α ∗h−1g−1hgh (z ∗h−1gh α)
= ((x ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h−1gh ((y ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h−1gh α
∗h−1g−1hgh(z ∗h−1gh α)
= ((x ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h−1gh α ∗h−1g−1h (α ∗h−1gh α) ∗h−1gh α
∗h−1g−1hgh(z ∗h−1gh α)
= {((x ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h−1gh α} ∗h−1g−1hgh (z ∗h−1gh α)
= {((x ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h z} ∗h−1gh {((y ∗h z) ∗h−1 (z ∗h z)) ∗h z}
= (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z)
= (x ∗g y) ∗h (z ∗g y).
Therefore we have (x ∗g y) ∗h z = (x ∗h z) ∗h−1gh (y ∗h z).
By Proposition 7.3.1, for any G-family of biquandles (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G), we
have a G-family of quandles (X, {∗g}g∈G), denoted by QG(X), by defining x ∗g y =
(x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y). Then QG is a map from the set of G-families of biquandles to
that of G-families of quandles. In particular, let (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) be a G-family
of Alexander biquandles, where X is a right R[G]-module for some ring R and group
G with a homomorphism f : G → Z(G) and where Z(G) is the center of G. Then
QG(X) is a G-family of Alexander quandles with the action xg := xgf(g) since for
any x, y ∈ X and g ∈ G, we have x∗g y = (x∗g y)∗g−1 (y∗g y) = xgf(g)+y(e−gf(g)).
For any G-family of biquandles (X, {∗g}g∈G, {∗g}g∈G) and its associated MCB
X ×G, the MCQ Q(X ×G) coincides with the associated MCQ QG(X) ×G of the
G-family of quandles QG(X) with (x, g) ∗ (y, h) = ((x ∗g y) ∗g−1 (y ∗g y), h−1gh).
We remind that when X is a G-family of Alexander (bi)quandles as a right
R[G]-module for some ring R, for any G-flowed diagram (D, ρ) of an S1-oriented
handlebody-link, the coloring set ColX(D, ρ) is a right R-module with the ac-
tion (C · r)(α) := C(α)r and the addition (C + C ′)(α) := C(α) + C ′(α) for any
C,C ′ ∈ ColX(D, ρ), α ∈ A(D, ρ) (or α ∈ SA(D, ρ)) and r ∈ R.
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LetX be a G-family of quandles (resp. biquandles), X×G be the associated MCQ
(resp. MCB) of X and let prG and prX be the natural projections from X ×G to G
and from X×G to X respectively. For any ρ ∈ Flow(D;G), we define ColρX×G(D) :=
{C ∈ ColX×G(D) | prG ◦C = ρ}, where for any α ∈ SA(D) and α˜ ∈ A(D) satisfying
α ⊂ α˜, we put ρ(α) := ρ(α˜) when X is a G-family of biquandles. Then we can
identify ColρX×G(D) with ColX(D, ρ), that is, for any C ∈ ColρX×G(D), the map
prG ◦ C corresponds to the G-flow ρ of D, and the map prX ◦ C corresponds to the
X-coloring of (D, ρ). Therefore ColρX×G(D) is also a right R-module in the same way
as ColX(D, ρ). Then we obtain the following corollary by Theorem 7.2.4.
Corollary 7.3.2. Let X be a G-family of biquandles and let (D, ρ) be a G-flowed
diagram of an S1-oriented handlebody-link. Then there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between ColX(D, ρ) and ColQG(X)(D, ρ). In particular, when X is a G-family
of Alexander biquandles, ColX(D, ρ) is isomorphic to ColQG(X)(D, ρ) as right R-
modules.
Proof. We remind that we can identify ColρX×G(D) with ColX(D, ρ) and
ColρQG(X)×G(D) with ColQG(X)(D, ρ), and we note that
ColX×G(D) =
⊔
ρ′∈Flow(D;G)
Colρ
′
X×G(D)
and
ColQ(X×G)(D) = ColQG(X)×G(D) =
⊔
ρ′∈Flow(D;G)
Colρ
′
QG(X)×G(D).
By the proof of Theorem 7.2.4, the map ΨX×G := ψX×G3 ◦ψX×G2 ◦ψX×G1 is a bijective
map from ColQG(X)×G(D) to ColX×G(D), and Ψ
X×G(Colρ
′
QG(X)×G(D)) ⊂ Col
ρ′
X×G(D)
for any ρ′ ∈ Flow(D;G) (see Figures 7.8 and 7.9). Hence ΨX×G|ColρQG(X)×G(D) is a
bijective map from ColρQG(X)×G(D) to Col
ρ
X×G(D). Next, suppose that X is a G-
family of Alexander biquandles. Then ψX×G1 and ψ
X×G
3 preserve module structures
clearly. Furthermore ψX×G2 also preserves module structures since in Lemma 7.2.3,
each yi can be represented by using each xi and the operations ∗ and ∗. Therefore
ΨX×G|ColρQG(X)×G(D) is an isomorphism of right R-modules.
Finally, we see an example. Let (DAn , ρAn) be the Z8-flowed diagram of the
handlebody-knot An depicted in Figure 7.10 for any n ∈ Z>0. Let s = t+1 ∈ Z3[t±1]
and let f(t) = t2 + t + 2 ∈ Z3[t±1], which is an irreducible polynomial. Then X :=
Z3[t±1]/(f(t)) is a Z8-family of Alexander biquandles and a field. By Example 5.4.3, it
follows that dimColX(DAn , ρAn) = n+1 as vector spaces over X, and the assignment
of elements x0, . . . , xn of X to each semi-arc of (DAn , ρAn) as shown in Figure 7.10
corresponds to a basis of ColX(DAn , ρAn). By Proposition 7.3.1, QG(X) is a Z8-family
of Alexander quandles with x ∗i y = s−itix+ (1− s−iti)y = t2ix+ (1− t2i)y for any
i ∈ Z8. By Corollary 7.3.2, we have dimColQG(X)(DAn , ρAn) = n+1 as vector spaces
over X, and the assignment of elements x0, . . . , xn of X to each arc of (DAn , ρAn) as
shown in Figure 7.10 corresponds to a basis of ColQG(X)(DAn , ρAn).
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Figure 7.10: A Z8-flowed diagram (DAn , ρAn) of An.
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